
 Well,     I'm     glad     you're     here.     I'm     glad     it's     working     for     you. 
 REDACTED     (00:06:30): 
 I     am     too.     Yeah.     [crosstalk     00:06:31]     I     did     complete     the     program. 
 I'm     now     working. 
 Danny     (00:06:33): 
 Oh     you're     working     here? 
 REDACTED     (00:06:33): 
 Yeah,     I'm     not     a     student     anymore. 
 Danny     (00:06:35): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:06:35): 
 I'm     doing     an     internship     to     get     hired     on     as     staff. 
 Danny     (00:06:38): 
 Okay. 
 Joel     (00:06:38): 
 Nice. 
 Danny     (00:06:40): 
 I     guess     we     were,     I     misunderstood.     It     sounded     like     you     were     going 
 through     the     program,     so. 
 REDACTED     (00:06:45): 
 Hm-mm     (negative).     That's     what     I     went     through,     through     my 
 program.     But     I'm     now     graduated     that     part     and     I'm     an     intern 
 working     to     be     staff. 
 Danny     (00:06:52): 
 So     you're     giving     back. 
 REDACTED     (00:06:54): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:06:54): 
 Cool     deal. 
 REDACTED     (00:06:55): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:06:55): 
 Good     for     you. 
 Joel     (00:06:58): 
 That's     good.     So     you     stay     here,     um,     all     the     time? 
 REDACTED     (00:07:00): 
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 [inaudible     00:07:00]. 
 Joel     (00:07:01): 
 Oh     okay.     Does     all     the     staff     stay     here?     Or     live     here? 
 REDACTED     (00:07:02): 
 No.     There's     some     that     live     offsite.     Um,     they     have     a     lot     of,     as 
 you     can     tell,     this     building's     huge,     so     there's     lots     of     places. 
 Joel     (00:07:09): 
 Yeah. 
 REDACTED     (00:07:09): 
 There's     a     wing,     um,     just     a     part     that's     for     staff,     then     there's     a 
 part     for     students,     and     interns     have     their     own     room.     We     have 
 roommates     but,     and     then     there's     a     whole     wing     on     that     side     of     the 
 building     that's     just     for     the     children     and     their     mothers. 
 Joel     (00:07:22): 
 Okay.     Wow. 
 REDACTED     (00:07:23): 
 So     the     children     aren't,     like,     intermingled     with     everybody. 
 They're     on     their     own     [crosstalk     00:07:28]. 
 Danny     (00:07:27): 
 So     it's,     so     it's     good     that     you     have     a     good     support     staff     here. 
 REDACTED     (00:07:29): 
 Yes,     it     is     very     good. 
 Danny     (00:07:31): 
 Because     we're     probably     gonna     talk     about     some     tough     things     today. 
 REDACTED     (00:07:33): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (00:07:33): 
 And,     um,     I,     I     want     you     to     have     that. 
 REDACTED     (00:07:36): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative).     Yes. 
 Danny     (00:07:37): 
 Um.     As,     as     you     know,     and     I     understand     that     you     weren't,     you     were 
 here,     I'm     assuming. 
 REDACTED     (00:07:48): 
 I've     worked     here     for     a     while. 
 Danny     (00:07:49): 
 Okay.     So     you     weren't     even     home     when     all     this- 
 REDACTED     (00:07:51): 
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 Hm-mm     (negative). 
 Danny     (00:07:51): 
 ...     when     all     this,     uh,     took     place.     And,     um,     we're     heavily 
 investigating     it     because     there's     just     some     things     that     aren't 
 right. 
 REDACTED     (00:08:00): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:08:01): 
 Um,     Joel     and     I     have     been     doing     this     job     for     a     long     time.     And     we, 
 we've     seen     a     lot     of     things,     a     lot     of     bad     things,     a     lot     of,     you 
 know,     things     that,     you     know,     [inaudible     00:08:12].     Um,     there's 
 some     things     that,     that     aren't     right     about     this     case     and     we're 
 trying     to     get     some     answers. 
 REDACTED     (00:08:19): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:08:19): 
 Now,     the     rest     of     your     family     is,     for     some     reason,     you     know,     has 
 decided     not     to     talk     anymore.     I     don't     know     why.     But     that's     their 
 decision.     They     can     do,     they     can     make     that     decision     if     they     want. 
 Um,     but     we     have     to     have,     we     have     to     have     some     answers     to     be     able 
 to     close     this     out,     is     what     we're     trying     to     do.     So. 
 REDACTED     (00:08:36): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:08:40): 
 Um,     tell     me     a     little     bit     about     your     family     history. 
 REDACTED     (00:08:49): 
 Like,     um,     like     where     we     came,     like     (laughs)- 
 Danny     (00:08:50): 
 Well,     I     noticed     that     you     guys     have     lived     in     a     lot     of     places. 
 REDACTED     (00:08:53): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:08:54): 
 You     lived     in     a     lot     of     places,     kind     of     moved     around.     What,     why     is 
 that? 
 REDACTED     (00:08:57): 
 Are     you     talking     about     just     since     we     moved     to     Oklahoma? 
 Danny     (00:08:59): 
 Well,     no,     not     just     Oklahoma.     I     mean,     there's     a- 
 REDACTED     (00:09:00): 
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 I     know     that     my     dad     worked     with     Sam's     and     was     a     manager,     and     they 
 would     move     him     from     store     to     store     to     get     it     in     order,     the     way 
 it     needed     to     be.     I     don't     remember     that     stuff     really.     I     just     know 
 that     that's     what     happened.     I     know     that's     what     my     family     has 
 said. 
 Danny     (00:09:14): 
 How     long     did     he     work     for     Sam's? 
 REDACTED     (00:09:16): 
 I,     I,     I     don't     know.     I     know     I     was     a     really     little     kid     when     he 
 was. 
 Danny     (00:09:19): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:09:20): 
 I     know     he     worked     there     for     a     long     time.     Um,     not     sure     why     we 
 moved     to     Oklahoma.     I     don't     remember     why.     I     think     it     was     job.     I 
 think     it     had     REDACTED     to     do     with     job,     and     family.     I     know     that     we 
 had     family     in     Oklahoma     and- 
 Danny     (00:09:31): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:09:32): 
 I     know     that.     Um,     I     don't     really     know.     I     know     after     that,     they 
 did     this     thing     where     they     were     trying     to     remodel     houses,     so     we 
 would     move     into     a     house.     We     would     fix     it     up,     sell     it.     Move,     fix 
 it     up,     sell     it. 
 Danny     (00:09:45): 
 That     what     you     were     doing     in     Oklahoma     or- 
 REDACTED     (00:09:48): 
 I     don't     know     if     that's     what     he     started     doing.     I     know     that     for     a 
 while     that's     what     we,     they     were     doing. 
 Danny     (00:09:54): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:09:55): 
 Because     I,     I     don't     know     if     we     were     remodeling     houses     and     stuff. 
 And     then     the     market     was     just     kind     of     like,     so     we     stopped     doing 
 that.     (laughs) 
 Danny     (00:10:01): 
 So     you     were     a     little     kid     when     he     was     working     for     Sam's     and- 
 REDACTED     (00:10:04): 
 Yeah. 
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 Danny     (00:10:05): 
 Do     you     remember     moving     from     state     to     state? 
 REDACTED     (00:10:05): 
 I     don't     remember     how     old     I     was. 
 Danny     (00:10:06): 
 Do     you     remember     [crosstalk     00:10:07]? 
 REDACTED     (00:10:07): 
 No.     I     remember,     um,     moving     to     Oklahoma. 
 Danny     (00:10:10): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:10:11): 
 And     I     remember     living     in     Michigan.     But     I     don't     really     remember, 
 like     ...     I     know     we     lived     in     Indiana,     Florida     maybe.     But     I     don't 
 remember     any     of     that.     I     just     remember- 
 Danny     (00:10:21): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:10:22): 
 ...     um,     Michigan     and     Oklahoma. 
 Danny     (00:10:26): 
 And,     and,     and     not     to     bring     up     a     d-     you     had     another     sibling     that 
 died,     is     that     correct? 
 REDACTED     (00:10:29): 
 I     don't     ever     know.     It     was     a     miscarriage. 
 Danny     (00:10:31): 
 It     was     a     miscarriage? 
 REDACTED     (00:10:32): 
 I     don't     even     know     how     many     months     she     was,     but     she     never     gave 
 birth.     It     was     a     miscarriage. 
 Danny     (00:10:35): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:10:35): 
 And     I     wasn't     alive     yet. 
 Danny     (00:10:36): 
 Oh,     you     weren't     alive? 
 REDACTED     (00:10:37): 
 No. 
 Danny     (00:10:37): 
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 Oh     okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:10:39): 
 It     was,     it     would've     been     my     parents'     oldest.     But     I'm     the     oldest. 
 Danny     (00:10:41): 
 Okay.     Now     you're     the     oldest? 
 REDACTED     (00:10:41): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:10:41): 
 Okay.     When     d-     do     you     remember     where     that     was     or- 
 REDACTED     (00:10:45): 
 No.     I     didn't     even,     no,     I     don't     ...     I     don't     even     remember.     I     know 
 my     mom's     probably     told     me     but,     I     mean,     the     lifestyle     I     had,     you 
 know.     I     don't     remember     a     lot     of     things. 
 Danny     (00:10:55): 
 Well,     and     not     to,     not     to,     because     I     know     you're     trying     to     clean 
 that     up,     tell     me,     tell     me     about     the     lifestyle     that     [crosstalk 
 00:11:05]. 
 REDACTED     (00:11:05): 
 Um,     well     I     ...     So     REDACTED 
 Danny     (00:11:14): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:11:15): 
 I,     REDACTED     happened     with     this     tooth.     It     got     knocked     out,     so 
 they     did     a     root     canal,     so     they     gave     me     pain     medicine.     And     I     took 
 it     to     school,     uh,     with     me,     because     I     was     told     I     needed     to     take 
 it     the     m-     you     know,     the     doctor     said     once     in     the     morning,     once     in 
 the     evening,     after     you     eat     or     REDACTED.     So     I     took     it     with     me     to 
 take     it.     I     asked     someone     in     my     class     I     guess,     I     don't     remember 
 who,     they     were     like,     "You     know     if     you     take,     you     should     give     me 
 some     of     those,     you     know.     If     you     take     more     of     those     then     ..."     you 
 know,     and     all     that.     I     was     like,     "No,     I     didn't     know     that."     And     I 
 liked     the     attention     I     was     getting,     so     I     did     it     with     them. 
 REDACTED     (00:11:46): 
 I,     um,     liked     the     attention     because     it,     they     found     out     I     had 
 them,     my     classmates,     and     they     kept     asking     me,     and     I     was     never- 
 Danny     (00:11:54): 
 All     of     a     sudden,     you're     popular. 
 REDACTED     (00:11:55): 
 Yeah,     I     was     never     very,     you     know,     I     never     had     that     much 
 attention     from     people     my     age,     you     know,     and     I     was     like,     oh, 
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 that's     cool.     Um,     then     I     remember     someone     tried     to     trade     me     weed 
 for     these     cigarettes     ,     and     they     said     it     would     do     pretty     much     the 
 same     thing     or     whatever,     so     I     smoked     weed     for     the     first     time.     Um, 
 and     then     after     that,     you,     I,     I     was     like,     oh,     I     love     it.     I     love 
 the     way     I     feel,     you     know?     I     feel     great     all     the     time,     you     know? 
 Danny     (00:12:20): 
 Well,     there's     a     reason     why.     REDACTED     don't     need     dealers.     They 
 sell     themselves,     don't     they?     (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (00:12:23): 
 Yeah.     Pretty     much.     And,     uh,     I     liked     the     attention     I     was     getting 
 from     them     because     it     got     me     into     a     crowd     where     you're     tight,     per 
 se,     you     know.     [inaudible     00:12:34]     trade     anybody     for     it,     you 
 know? 
 Danny     (00:12:35): 
 Yeah. 
 REDACTED     (00:12:36): 
 And     so,     I     liked     that,     you     know.     I     liked     the     attention     I     was 
 getting     from     guys.     Never     had     that     attention     from,     you     know,     guys 
 and     ...     Then,     I     don't     remember.     Um,     I     think     it     was     like     ...     Then 
 I     started,     my     grades     started     falling.     I     started     missing     lots     of 
 days     of     school.     I     started     getting     very     up     and     down     emotionally 
 with     my     family     and     I     started     treating     them     really     bad     by     like, 
 um,     just     being     disrespectful.     Completely     the     opposite     of     how     I 
 was     raised,     you     know,     and     just     not     wanting     to     go     to     church,     not 
 wanting     to     do     the     things     that     we     did     as     a     family.     Not     wanting     to 
 spend     time     with     them     because     I     was,     you     get     high     then     you     get 
 tired     and     you     just     want     to     sleep     because     you     eat     then     you     sleep, 
 and     it's     all     you     want     to     do. 
 Danny     (00:13:14): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Love     everybody. 
 REDACTED     (00:14:22): 
 Love     everybody     (laughs)     you     know?     And     I     was     just     like,     oh,     I 
 love     this,     you     know?     And,     um,     after     that,     I     ended     up     getting 
 pregnant     with     my     son,     REDACTED. 
 Danny     (00:14:33): 
 How     old     were     you     then? 
 REDACTED     (00:14:36): 
 I     don't     know.     Like,     17     I     think.     I     had     him     at     18.     I     was     either     17 
 or     18. 
 Danny     (00:14:40): 
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 I     don't     even     know     how     old     you     are     right     now.     How     old     are     you 
 right     now? 
 REDACTED     (00:14:43): 
 24. 
 Danny     (00:14:43): 
 That's     what     I     thought. 
 REDACTED     (00:14:43): 
 Yeah.     So     I     had     him.     I     did     REDACTED     pretty     much     the     whole     time. 
 Not,     I     tried     to     not     do,     like,     hard     REDACTED     but     I     did,     like,     a 
 lot     of     weed.     I     smoked     a     lot     of     weed     and     all     my     friends     were 
 like,     "It's     not     bad     for     the     baby,     you     know."     But     it     causes     you 
 to     lose     oxygen,     so     I     mean,     it     is.     It's     cutting     off     oxygen     to     the 
 baby     [crosstalk     00:15:01].     Smoked     partially     through     the 
 pregnancy     cigarettes.     Um,     had     him     very     early.     I     think     he     was, 
 like,     a     month     and     a     half     early. 
 REDACTED     (00:15:12): 
 I     wanted,     um,     I     wanted     to     do     everything     natural,     so     I     had     him 
 all     natural     even     though     he     was     really     early.     The     doctors     were 
 like,     uh,     hooked     me     up     to     a     monitor     to     make     sure     he     was     okay.     So 
 I     was     in     the     hospital     the     whole     time.     Um,     my     water     broke     at     like 
 a     month     and     a     half     early,     and     then     from     that     point,     for     like     two 
 weeks,     I     had     to     stay     in     the     hospital     and     I     couldn't     leave.     Um, 
 so     when     he     was     born,     no     one     told     me     that     he     had     traces     of 
 anything     in     him,     but     I     saw     a     report     that     they     had     left     on     the 
 thing     and     it     said     that     it     was     REDACTED     in     his     umbilical     cord     or 
 whatever.     I     don't     remember     what     it     was     though. 
 REDACTED     (00:15:47): 
 But,     um,     they     never     tried     to     take     him,     and     I     don't     remember     if 
 they     were     trying     to     ...     I     know     they     told     me     I     needed     to     stop 
 smoking     if     I     was     gonna     breastfeed     and     all     that     stuff,     but     I 
 don't     think     they     really     talked     to     me     about     much     else     at     the 
 hospital.     Um,     once     he     was     well     enough,     they,     uh,     let     me     take     him 
 home. 
 Danny     (00:16:04): 
 Was     he     sick     or     any     issues     with     him? 
 REDACTED     (00:16:06): 
 No,     he     was     just     early,     and     so     they     wanted     to     make     sure     his 
 breathing     was     okay     because     I     guess     the     lungs     are,     like,     one     of 
 the     last     things     to     get     fully     developed.     So,     he     stayed     the 
 minimum     amount     of     time     that     you     would     have     to.     There     wasn't 
 really     anything     abnormal     besides     he     was     young,     so.     Um- 
 Danny     (00:16:23): 
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 He's     a     live     wire     now. 
 REDACTED     (00:16:24): 
 (laughs)     Yeah     he     is. 
 Danny     (00:16:24): 
 He's     a     character. 
 REDACTED     (00:16:25): 
 Oh     my     goodness,     I     love     him. 
 Danny     (00:16:26): 
 [inaudible     00:16:26]     is     the     dad     involved? 
 REDACTED     (00:16:29): 
 No.     I     tried     really     hard.     I     knew     that     you,     I     mean     I     grew     up     as     a 
 Christian,     I     guess     as     you     guys     can     tell,     so     I     knew     that     it     was 
 one     wife,     one     husband,     you     have     your     kids,     you're     married,     you 
 have     the     kids.     And     that     went     against     everything     I     believed     and 
 wanted     in     my     life.     I've     always     wanted     to     be     a     mom     and     have     kids 
 and     have     a     husband     and     be     at     home     cooking.     I've     always     had     that 
 idea     in     my     head     and     it     went     against     everything.     So     I     tried     so 
 hard     to     get     him     to     be     in     REDACTED's     life     and     in     my     life,     and     he 
 was     not     ready     to     do     that.     He,     me     and     him     both     wanted     to     live     our 
 own     lives,     you     know? 
 REDACTED     (00:17:04): 
 So     I     got     him     to     be     able     to     come     to     the     hospital     while     I     was     in 
 the     hospital,     and     then     once     after     I     had     REDACTED,     and     all     he 
 pretty     much     did     was     want     to     do     me     and     then     leave.     And     then     he 
 told     me     at     the     hospital     the     day,     like     two     days     before     I     had     his 
 son,     he     said,     um,     "I'm     with     somebody     else.     So,     you     know."     And     I, 
 like,     you     know,     broke     down     or     whatever. 
 REDACTED     (00:17:29): 
 and     then     I     had     him,     and     then     I     was     like,     "Well,     I     had     him.     Do 
 you     want     to     come     see     him     at     least,     you     know?"     Trying     to,     I     was 
 trying     to     lure     him     back     in     because     I     wanted     him     to     be     the     dad 
 and     I     wanted     to     make     it     work     and     I     wanted     to     be     a     family     and     ... 
 So,     I     was     on     and     off     with     him     for     probably     six     years.     Like,     just 
 constantly     trying     to     get     him     to     be     in,     back     in     his     life. 
 REDACTED     (00:17:47): 
 When     REDACTED     was     about     three     months     old,     so     I'm     living     with     my 
 parents     after     that,     I     think     REDACTED     was     three     or     four     months 
 old,     and     I     was     so     depressed     because     I     didn't     have,     um,     Zach, 
 which     is     his     name,     in,     in     our     lives     and     it     was     just     a     lot     of 
 guilt     that     I     had     to     deal     with     and     a     lot     of     shame,     you     know? 
 Because     I     just     knew     that     that     wasn't     right     and     I     knew     that 
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 REDACTED     wasn't     gonna     have     the     best     life     that     he     could     have 
 because     of     my     choices. 
 REDACTED     (00:18:12): 
 And     so,     I     was     working     at     Cracker     Barrel,     I     believe,     as     a 
 waitress     and,     um,     I     would     go     to     one     of     my     coworker's     house     and 
 smoke     a     bunch     of     pot     and,     after     work     or     whatever,     and     my     parents 
 knew     because     I     was     coming     home     so     late,     you     know,     and     they     were 
 pretty     much     taking     care     of     my     kid     so     I     could     do     this,     and     they 
 thought     it     was     just     so     I     could     work.     But     in     reality,     I     was 
 spending     a     lot     of     extra     hours     doing     what     I     wanted.     You     know? 
 REDACTED     (00:18:38): 
 So,     they     got,     uh,     I     don't     know     if     it's     guardianship     or     REDACTED. 
 They     got     REDACTED.     They     went     to     the     courthouse     and     did     their 
 legal     paperwork     or     whatever     to     get     him     because     I     wasn't     being 
 his     mom. 
 Danny     (00:18:51): 
 Did     you     fight     them? 
 REDACTED     (00:18:53): 
 No.     I     wanted     to,     but     I     knew- 
 Danny     (00:18:56): 
 It     was     the     right     thing? 
 REDACTED     (00:18:58): 
 Yeah.     Well,     I     knew     it     was     the     right     thing     and     I     knew     that     I     was 
 not     gonna     be     a     good     mom.     I     knew     I     was     too     ...     Now,     looking     back, 
 I     know     these     things.     I     didn't     know     it     then.     Then     I     was     like, 
 "Ugh,     they're     taking     my     kid.     There's     no     reason,     you     know.     Pot's 
 not     bad.     Pot's     not,     you     know,     gonna     stop     me     from     being     a     mom. 
 I'll     be     his     mom     and     ..."     Living     in     a     fantasy     land.     I     mean, 
 REDACTED     just     make     you     think     that     everything's     okay     and     that, 
 you     know,     people     are     just     picking     on     you,     you     know?     And     it's 
 just     this     false     sense     of     reality     that     you     have     and     I     wasn't 
 ready     to     change     my     life.     Even     though     I     had     a     kid,     which     then 
 needs     to     end     mine     and     start     his,     you     know?     Because     that's, 
 that's     what     being     a     parent     is     is     a     sacrifice,     and     I     just     wasn't 
 ready     to     do     that.     I     still     wanted     to     do     what     I     thought     I     wanted 
 to     do     and     I     thought     my     parents     were     just     being     mean,     you     know? 
 Danny     (00:19:41): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:19:41): 
 Taking     my     kid     away.     And     I     would     tell     all     my     friends,     "They're 
 just     mean.     They're     just     taking     my     kid     away,     you     know?"     And 
 that's     the     last     thing     that     they     wanted,     you     know?     (laughs)     I 
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 mean,     they     had     just     finished     raising     me,     and     my     brother     and 
 sister     were     getting     older.     They     were,     you     know,     excited     about 
 that.     They     weren't     excited     about,     "I     needed     another     kid     in     my 
 life.     I'm     really     busy.     Let     me     just     add     this     to     my     schedule     and 
 ..."     Um,     so- 
 Danny     (00:20:05): 
 So     what     kind     of     kid     is     REDACTED? 
 REDACTED     (00:20:08): 
 I     mean,     he's     amazing.     Like,     he's     super     smart.     I     know     he's     a 
 little     smaller     and     he     has,     uh,     he     has     a     reading,     not     impediment. 
 I     don't     know     how     you     say     it.     He     has     a     reading     coach     and     they've 
 been     helping     him     talk     because     he     was     slower     to     talk     and     he     was 
 slower     probably     because     of     everything     I     did     while     I     was     pregnant 
 with     him. 
 Danny     (00:20:23): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:20:24): 
 He     was     slower     to     do     a     lot     of     things,     but     he's     amazing.     And     he 
 loves     people     so     much.     I     mean,     he'll     go     up     to     anybody     and     just     be 
 like,     "You're     my     friend.     I     love     you." 
 Danny     (00:20:30): 
 (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (00:20:33): 
 The     sweetest     thing     ever.     Um,     almost     to     the     point     where 
 [inaudible     00:20:37].     You     know? 
 Danny     (00:20:39): 
 Right. 
 REDACTED     (00:20:40): 
 Stay     with     me.     But     he's     just     the     most     compassionate     loving     spirit 
 and     he'll     get     along     with     any     age,     you     know,     group     of     people. 
 He's     got     the     hand     of     God     on     his     [inaudible     00:20:50]. 
 Danny     (00:20:57): 
 He     seems     very,     I     guess     with     all     that's     happened,     he     seems     very, 
 um,     amicable     to     just     adjust.     He     seems     like     an     adjust- 
 REDACTED     (00:20:59): 
 He     is.     Yeah,     he     adjusts     very     well.     And     I'm     really     grateful     I     met 
 the,     his,     uh,     foster     mom.     I     prayed     with     her     and     I     just     feel 
 like,     uh,     I     can,     I     just     feel     that     she     really     truly     cares,     and     I 
 thanked     her     so     much     for     stepping     in     when- 
 Danny     (00:21:14): 
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 Good     deal. 
 REDACTED     (00:21:14): 
 You     know.     So     I'm     grateful     for     that.     As     much     as     I     want     him,     I 
 know     that     there's     a     process     that     has     to     happen.     So     I'm     grateful 
 that     it's     with     someone     I     can     at     least     meet     and     I     know     where     they 
 stand,     so. 
 Danny     (00:21:26): 
 Now,     you     know,     kids     can     be     mischievous     at     times.     Um,     REDACTED, 
 is     he,     would     you     consider     him     a     pretty     honest     kid?     I     mean, 
 five-year-olds- 
 REDACTED     (00:21:35): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:21:35): 
 ...     they     can't     even     lie     hardly     at     all.     (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (00:21:36): 
 I     mean,     my     friends     are     very,     um     ...     So,     I     was     not     really 
 involved     in     much     of     his     life.     I     was     very     in     and     out     because     I 
 was     still     living     my     life,     you     know? 
 Danny     (00:21:45): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:21:45): 
 And     I     was     not     allowed     around     the     house     with     my     ...     I     was     not 
 gonna     go     around     the     house     if     I     was     super     messed     up,     so     I     wasn't 
 ...     There     would     be     phases     where     I'd     try     to     be     a     mom     again     and 
 try     to     go     see     him     and     it     never     lasted     because     the,     that     pull     of 
 c-     you     know.     You     get,     you     start     to     detox     and     you're     like,     "Ah,     I 
 need     REDACTED,"     and     then     I'm     like,     "Well,     I     can't     do     it     here,     so 
 I     got     to     leave." 
 REDACTED     (00:22:10): 
 So     I     would     leave     and     come     back     and     ...     But     they     were     always     good 
 about,     my,     REDACTED     would     be     like,     "Mommy,"     to     my     grandma,     and 
 they     would     always,     "No,     your     mom     ..."     and     they'd     show     a     picture. 
 "This     is     your     mom.     You     know,     REDACTED's     your     mom.     I'm     grandma. 
 I'm     grandpa."     You     know?     I'm     aunt,     I'm     uncle,     you     know,     and     all 
 that     stuff.     Uh,     so     I'm     really     grateful     for     that     because     I 
 remember     one     time,     uh,     because     he     bonded     to     my     mom     and     my     dad, 
 like,     they     were     his     parents     because     that's     all     he     really     knew. 
 Danny     (00:22:39): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:22:39): 
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 And     I     just     remember     one     time     getting     really     mad     because     he     was 
 crying     in     my     arms     reaching     for     my     mom.     And     at     that     point,     that's 
 when     I     kind     of,     I     remember     that     moment     where     I     was     just     kind     of 
 like- 
 Danny     (00:22:49): 
 Was     that     a     clarity     moment? 
 REDACTED     (00:22:51): 
 Yeah,     it     ...     Well,     no,     in,     in     a     bad     way.     In     my     heart,     I     gave     up. 
 I     was     like,     "That's     not     my     kid,     you     know,     anymore."     I     gave     up 
 because     it     hurt     too     much     to     try     to,     to,     I,     I     don't     know.     I     was 
 broken.     I     was     so     broken.     I     was     just     like,     "You     have     him."     We 
 were     at     church     when     it     happened     and     I     just     said,     "You     have     him," 
 then     I     left     and     went     and     got     messed     up.     Real     messed     up. 
 REDACTED     (00:23:11): 
 Um,     and     I     told,     uh,     my     mom.     I     remember     texting     her,     just     being 
 like,     "You     can     keep     my     kid,     you     know.     He's     yours.     Congrat-     you 
 know,     congratulations,     you     got     my     kid."     And     she's     like,     "No,     no. 
 That's     not     what     I     want,     you     know."     And,     uh,     I     gave     up     because     it 
 just     hurt     too     much.     And,     um,     that's     when     I     started,     I     think     I 
 started     using     REDACTED     and     stuff     like     that     and,     um     ... 
 REDACTED     (00:23:37): 
 I     never,     I've     never     used     needles     or     shot     up.     I     was     always 
 scared.     I     always     saw     people     who     did     and     they     were     totally     gone 
 and     I     was     just     [inaudible     00:23:45]     I     couldn't     be     like     that,     you 
 know?     So     REDACTED     saved     me     from     that     because     I     think     I     feel     like 
 once     you     do     that,     you're- 
 Danny     (00:23:51): 
 It's     hard     to     come     back. 
 REDACTED     (00:23:53): 
 It's     really     hard     to     come     back,     you     know?     I     mean,     the     REDACTED 
 itself     are     hard,     but     once     you     start     doing     that,     it's     crazy.     Um, 
 so     God     saved     me     from     that     somehow     but     I     was     totally     in     a     mess 
 when     I     had     REDACTED.     I     mean,     I     was     doing     REDACTED     all     the     time, 
 every     day,     you     know.     And     I     had     just     met     his     dad     probably,     like, 
 two     months     before     I     got     pregnant     with     him.     It     was     just     crazy. 
 And     I     thought     that     was     my     redo     almost,     you     know?     Like,     like 
 he'll     save     my     life.     You     know,     this     will,     this     baby     will     be 
 enough     and     no     one's     gonna     take     this     baby     from     me.     You     know, 
 like,     nobody.     And     so,     I     was     like,     I     would     always     tell     Paul,     I'd 
 be     like,     "Don't     let     anybody     ever     take     my     baby,     you     know,"     and 
 all     this     stuff     and     ... 
 Danny     (00:24:37): 
 Were     you     and     Paul     pretty     close? 
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 REDACTED     (00:24:39): 
 I     mean,     as     close     as     you     can     be     to     a     REDACTED     addict.     (laughs)     I 
 mean,     not     really.     I     mean,     we     did     REDACTED     together     and     we     lived 
 together.     I     lived     with,     uh,     his     family     for     a     little     while.     Which 
 was     horrible     and     we     ...     Our     relationship     was     based     upon 
 REDACTED.     I     mean,     if     we     didn't     have     REDACTED,     there     wasn't     a 
 relationship. 
 How     long     did     they     take     guardianship     of     him? 
 REDACTED     (00:25:52): 
 Uh,     like     how     old     was     he? 
 Danny     (00:25:53): 
 [crosstalk     00:25:53]. 
 REDACTED     (00:25:53): 
 I     think     he     was     like     a     month     old     when     it     happened. 
 Danny     (00:25:54): 
 Okay.     So     pretty     much     all     his     life? 
 REDACTED     (00:25:56): 
 Yeah.     They,     I,     I     had     him     for     like     a     month,     and     I     was     living     in     a 
 house     where     there     was     REDACTED     all     the,     you     know,     all     the     time. 
 And     I     moved.     I     was     trying     to     stop,     so     I     was     like,     okay,     I'm 
 done.     So     I     moved     back     in     with     my     parents,     and     I     got     arrested     on 
 a,     uh,     bench     warrant     that     I     didn't     have.     And     I     was     in     jail     for 
 overnight,     then     they     reset     my     court     date     and     let     me     out.     So     then 
 I     went     to     court     and     got     my     stuff,     my     fines     reset,     so     I     could 
 start     paying     on     that. 
 REDACTED     (00:26:30): 
 But     while     I     was     gone     for     that     one     day,     they     took     custody     of     him. 
 Because     I,     you     have     to     understand,     if     they     were     to     do     this     and     I 
 would     have     knowledge,     I     was     very     irate     and     I     would     ...     And     my 
 sister,     little     sister     lives     in     that     house     and     they     were     done 
 letting     her     see     all     this     stuff,     you     know? 
 REDACTED     (00:26:45): 
 Um,     so     a-     part     of     me     was     like     they     did     it     behind     my     back.     They 
 stole     my     kid     again,     you     know.     How     could     they?     But     I     know     now     why 
 they     did,     th-     the     why     they     did     the     way     they     did,     because     I 
 would've     ...     I     don't     know     what     I     would've     done.     REDACTED     crazy. 
 I     mean,     I     was     on     REDACTED.     (laughs) 
 Danny     (00:27:02): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:27:03): 
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 I     would've     done     REDACTED     crazy     if     I     would've     known     what     was 
 happening.     So,     I     left.     They     told     me     I     couldn't     live     with     them.     I 
 moved     in     with     Paul's     sister     and     their     family.     N-     more     REDACTED, 
 you     know?     Um,     and     then     I     was,     about     a     month     after     that,     I     was 
 like,     okay,     I     can't     do     this,     and     I     came     to     the     end     of     myself 
 finally     and     came     here.     Um,     he     was     almost     two     months     old     when     I 
 came     here.     Um,     I     saw     him     every     month.     They'd     bring     him     and     I'd, 
 you     know,     spend     lots     of     time     with     him     for     that     day,     you     know. 
 The     whole     time     and- 
 Danny     (00:27:39): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:27:39): 
 My     family. 
 Danny     (00:27:40): 
 What     kind     of     kid     was     REDACTED? 
 REDACTED     (00:27:44): 
 He     wasn't     like     REDACTED.     He     never     was,     and     I     did     so     much 
 REDACTED     when     I     was     pregnant     with     him,     I     feel     like     a     lot     of     that 
 is,     you     know.     He     was     so     skinny     and     so     small     when     I     had     him,     and 
 he     was     a     full     term     baby.     He     was     a     week     early     I     think,     maybe     four 
 days     early.     He     was     so     malnourished     and     skinny     and     tiny     and     just 
 ...     He     looked     like     a     wrinkly     old     man,     you     know?     He     was     just     so 
 tiny. 
 REDACTED     (00:28:08): 
 And,     uh,     he     was,     I     remember     the     month     I     had     him,     I     couldn't     get 
 him     to     eat     anything.     I     mean,     he'd     eat,     but     then     he     would     just 
 cry     and     his     stomach     would     get     so     hard     because     he     was     so 
 constipated.     Nothing     would     work.     I     couldn't     find     anything     to 
 feed     him     that     he     could,     you     know,     take     and     not     hurt     him.     So     I 
 remember     him     just     crying     all     the     time     because     he     was     so 
 constipated     and     [inaudible     00:28:33]     would     clear     again,     get 
 constipated     and     clear     again.     And     I     would     just,     remember     it 
 always     being     a     struggle     for     him     to     do     anything.     He     was     slow     like 
 REDACTED     on     everything.     He     was,     he     didn't     walk,     he     didn't     crawl 
 for     a     long     time. 
 REDACTED     (00:28:47): 
 Um,     he,     REDACTED     always     smiled     even     as     a     baby.     He     would     always 
 just,     always     happy     and     smiling.     And     REDACTED     just,     you     had     to 
 work     at     it     to     get     him     to     smile.     It     was     like,     you     know,     t-     like 
 REDACTED     to     get     him,     yay,     you     know.     Then     it     would     go     away.     He 
 was-     he     just     not,     he     wasn't     the     same.     And     I     hate     to     say     this, 
 but     it's     just     like     there     was     just     ...     I     don't     know     how     spiritual 
 you     guys     are     or     anything     like     that,     but     there     was     just,     it     was     a 
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 different     spiritual     aspect     with     him     totally.     It     was     just 
 different.     And     their     whole,     his     dad's     side     of     the     family     is     just 
 so,     there's     just     a     darkness- 
 Danny     (00:29:25): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:29:25): 
 ...     that     you     can     just     feel.     Like,     you     meet     someone     and     you     can 
 just     feel     this     heaviness     and     this     darkness     about     them.     I     could 
 just     feel     that     coming     through,     like,     that     and     it     just,     he     was 
 just     not     vibrant     and     excited     about     life     like     REDACTED     used     to 
 be,     and     I     just     didn't     understand     it.     And- 
 Danny     (00:29:43): 
 When     did     that     change     for     him? 
 REDACTED     (00:29:45): 
 I     don't     think     it     ever     did,     to     be     honest.     And     I,     I     mean- 
 Danny     (00:29:49): 
 Because     we     watched     some     videos     of     him.     He     seemed     like     a     pretty 
 normal,     he     looked     healthy. 
 REDACTED     (00:29:52): 
 He,     yeah.     I     mean,     you     had     to     get     him     excited,     you     know?     But     if, 
 if     you     weren't     ...     Like,     he     wouldn't,     at     first,     his     first,     like, 
 seven     months     or     maybe     longer,     he     wouldn't     even     look     you     in     the 
 eye.     When     I     was     pregnant     with     him,     the     whole     time     we     were     very 
 abusive.     Me     and     Paul     were     to     each     other.     I     mean,     fighting 
 nonstop.     Like,     he'd     throw     me     on     the     ground     and     we'd     scream     and 
 scream     and     I'd     be     like     [inaudible     00:30:13]     you     know,     that     whole 
 mess,     you     know. 
 REDACTED     (00:30:15): 
 After     I     had     him,     it     was     the     same     thing,     you     know,     and     I'd     be 
 like,     "Let's     get     out     of     the     room     at     least,"     because     we're     in     the 
 room     with,     you     know,     the     baby     and     stuff     and     he     was     like     no-     you 
 know,     like,     irate,     so     he     wasn't     even     hearing     what     I     was     saying. 
 We     were     just     arguing,     and     so     he     heard     a     lot     of     that     and     I     think 
 it     just     scared     him     and     intimidated     him     as,     like,     a     child.     And 
 every     time     I     remember     trying     to     look     at     him,     he     wouldn't     look     me 
 in     the     eye.     He     would     just     everywhere     but     me,     you     know? 
 REDACTED     (00:30:42): 
 And     then     th-     my     parents     said     the     same     thing.     They're     like,     "He 
 just     won't     look     us     in     the     eyes,     you     know?     We     can't     get     him     to 
 ...     Unless     we     really     engage     him     and     get     him,     like,     you     know, 
 either     ..."     REDACTED.     But     they'd     feed     him     and     he     wouldn't.     He'd 
 just     look     off     somewhere     and     ...     I     know     it     might     not     make     a     lot 
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 of     sense     to     you     guys,     but     I     mean     I     can     just,     I     can     just     feel     a 
 difference     in     him     than     I     did     REDACTED.     Like,     it,     I     know     it's 
 because     of     my     choices     that     I     made,     you     know. 
 Danny     (00:31:12): 
 So     when     your     parents     took,     um,     you     can     chime     in     any     time 
 [crosstalk     00:31:18].     So     when     your     parents,     uh,     took     custody     of 
 him     and     took     him     into     their     house- 
 REDACTED     (00:31:22): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative), 
 Danny     (00:31:23): 
 Um,     am     I     to     understand     that     your     dad     actually     delivered     him? 
 REDACTED     (00:31:26): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:31:27): 
 Okay.     Um- 
 REDACTED     (00:31:29): 
 I     didn't     make     it     to     the     hospital. 
 Danny     (00:31:30): 
 No? 
 REDACTED     (00:31:30): 
 (laughs) 
 Danny     (00:31:32): 
 Um,     I'm     assuming     that     they     loved     him     like     their     own     kid     as,     as 
 well?     I     mean,     is     that     how     you     would     depict     that? 
 REDACTED     (00:31:42): 
 I     mean,     not     as     their     kid- 
 Danny     (00:31:43): 
 Was     there     a     difference? 
 REDACTED     (00:31:44): 
 ...     but     they     treated     him     just     like     ...     They     treated     him     better 
 than     probably     us     because,     I     mean,     you     have     a     kid,     you     learn.     The 
 next     kid,     you     do     a     little     bit     better.     the     next     kid,     you     do     a 
 little     bit     better.     REDACTED     would     be     the     fifth     kid     that     they've 
 had     to     raise,     you     know,     after     ...     Because     three     siblings, 
 REDACTED     would,     or     REDACTED     would     be     four     and     then     REDACTED 
 would     be     five.     So     I     mean,     it     just     got     better,     them     raising     kids 
 just- 
 Danny     (00:32:05): 
 You     think     they     had     a     connection     with     REDACTED? 
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 REDACTED     (00:32:09): 
 Yeah.     You     can't     live     with     someone     and     not.     Raise     them,     take     care 
 of     them     and     not.     Yeah,     they     definitely     did.     But     they     were     so 
 wanting     me     to     be     the     mom     and     get     better,     you     know?     They     would     do 
 anything.     Drive     however     long     they     had     to     so     I     could     see     him.     You 
 know,     once     I     was     in     my     right     mind,     because     they     didn't     want     to 
 ...     I,     I     already     put     him     through     so     much     they     didn't     want     to,     to 
 do     it     again     to     them,     you     know?     So. 
 Danny     (00:32:34): 
 So     what's     your     mom     like?     Tell     me     about     your     mom. 
 REDACTED     (00:32:38): 
 Um,     (laughs)     she's     amazing.     She,     um,     has     a     lot     of     things     that, 
 uh,     irritate     me,     but     that's     just     because     I'm     so     strong     willed 
 and     I'm     really- 
 Danny     (00:32:47): 
 [crosstalk     00:32:47].     (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (00:32:49): 
 Yes.     (laughs)     Unlike     Glory     and     Paul.     We're     a     little     different. 
 But     yeah,     I'm     like     her     more     than     my     mom.     She's     very,     um, 
 emotional     and     very,     um,     like     she     loves     people     and     she's     just, 
 she     has     so     much     compassion     and     she     just     wants     to,     like,     make 
 people     feel     better.     And     my,     um,     mom     is     like,     if     you     ask     her     one 
 question,     she'll     explain     it     30     million     different     ways,     but     the 
 same     thing.     You     know     what     I     mean? 
 REDACTED     (00:33:14): 
 Like,     she'll,     she     just     goes     so     into     depth     into     things,     which     I 
 s-     sometimes     I'll     do     that     too,     but     that     will     just     irritate     me 
 because     I'm     just     like,     we     have     to,     let's     get     this     done.     Let's, 
 you     know,     make     a     plan,     blah,     blah,     blah.     And     she's     more     like, 
 "Let's     talk     about     it.     Let's     ..."     so     that     would     just     irritate     me 
 about     her.     But     she's     a     great     mom.     She's,     um,     I     mean,     I     look     up 
 to     her     a     lot.     She's,     anything     I     could     want     a     mom     to     be,     um,     I 
 would     like     to     be     like     her,     but     keep     my     personality.     [inaudible 
 00:33:44]. 
 Danny     (00:33:47): 
 (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (00:33:48): 
 But     [crosstalk     00:33:48]. 
 Danny     (00:33:48): 
 Tell     me     about     your     dad. 
 REDACTED     (00:33:48): 
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 Oh,     I     love     him     so     much.     Uh,     I,     I     love     him.     He's     strong.     He's 
 provided     so     much     for     my     family     and     he's     been     through,     you     know, 
 so     much,     like,     physically,     like     with     his     knees     and     just     ...     I 
 know     that     he's     had     a     lot     of     pain     in     his     legs     and     stuff     like 
 that,     but     he's     always     worked     as     much     as     he's     needed     to     to 
 provide     for     our     family.     Like,     he's     treated     my     mom     amazing.     I 
 mean,     I     know     that     they     have     issues     and     stuff,     but     it's     nothing 
 like,     like     they've     always     worked.     You     know,     they've     always     went 
 to     God     and     they've     always     worked     as     a     unit.     Instead     of     it     being, 
 like,     separate,     they've     always     just     worked     together     as     a     unit 
 and- 
 Danny     (00:34:25): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:34:25): 
 If     I     could     ever     find     a     man     like     my     dad,     that     would     be     amazing. 
 Like,     I     would     just     ...     He,     someone     could     love     God     as     much     as     he 
 loves     God     and     provide     and     lay,     sacrificially     lay     their     life     down 
 for     their     family.     I     would     want     it     to     be     like     him     because     I     don't 
 see     very     many     men     like     that     today     at     all.     Especially     in     my 
 generation.     They're     all,     most     of     them     are     just     like,     "Let     me     use 
 you     for     what     and     let     me     ..."     I'll,     we     are     the     same.     Girls     are 
 the     same.     Let     me     use     you     for     what     I     can     get. 
 Danny     (00:34:53): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (00:34:55): 
 And     he's     just     the     opposite     of     that.     He's     so     good.     I     mean,     I     love 
 my     dad.     I     love     my     family. 
 Danny     (00:35:05): 
 Is     there     anything     about     your     family     that     you     don't     like? 
 REDACTED     (00:35:08): 
 I     mean,     yeah,     in     my     REDACTED     life,     I     didn't     like     it     because     they 
 wouldn't     conform     to     what     I     wanted.     I     wanted     to     do     my     own     thing 
 and     I     wanted     them     to     be     okay     with     it.     But     now,     I     mean     ...     I 
 mean,     the     most     I     can     think     of     is,     I     don't     know,     the     way     they 
 word     REDACTED.     I     don't     know.     Like,     REDACTED     small.     There's 
 nothing     like     that     I,     there's     things     I     need     to     work     on.     Like,     I 
 get     offended     because     they'll     say     REDACTED     [inaudible     00:35:35] 
 hurt     my     feelings,     you     know,     or     whatever,     because     they'll     be 
 like,     uh,     just     things     like     that,     you     know     what     I     mean?     Nothing 
 like     weird. 
 Danny     (00:35:43): 
 So     nothing     that's     ever     felt     off     to     you     or     anything     like     that? 
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 REDACTED     (00:35:46): 
 No.     I     always     felt     very,     uh,     like,     uh,     really     taking     care,     like, 
 to     not     to     where     they     were     giving     me     what     I     wanted,     but     it     was 
 like     I     couldn't,     there     was     always,     um     ...     They     weren't     ever 
 like,     I     didn't     play     video     games     growing     up,     I     played     outside.     I 
 didn't,     you     know,     and     all     of     my     friends     had     phones     and     all     of     my 
 friends     had     video     games     and     went     to     do     things,     and     I     didn't.     You 
 know,     I     mean,     I     could     hang     out     with     my     friends,     but     at     my     house 
 we     didn't     have     video     games.     We     didn't     have     the     TV     on     24/7.     I 
 didn't     have     a     TV     in     my     room.     You     know,     we     had     family     time     and     we 
 played     outside. 
 REDACTED     (00:36:24): 
 You     know,     it     wasn't     like     ...     So     I     was     always     mad     at     them     growing 
 up.     I     was     like,     "Well     they     get     this     and     they     get,     you     know,     all 
 these     name     brand     clothes     and     we     don't.     You     know,     why     don't,     you 
 know,     we     get     all     that?"     Now     I'm     like,     well,     that     stuff     wasn't 
 even     important.     And     I'm     glad     because     I'm,     I     know     a     lot     more 
 about     living     than     they     do,     you     know,     than     my     friends     do.     And     I 
 know,     like,     someone     from     an     older     generation     will     say     REDACTED 
 and     I     understand     what     they're     saying.     You're     like,     what,     no,     my 
 phone     does     this     for     me.     You     know?     And     I     just     didn't     grow     up     like 
 that. 
 Danny     (00:36:53): 
 Would     you     consider     your     dad     the     patriarch     of     the     family? 
 REDACTED     (00:36:56): 
 What     does     that     mean? 
 Danny     (00:36:56): 
 It     means     basically- 
 REDACTED     (00:36:56): 
 The     head     of     the     household? 
 Danny     (00:36:56): 
 The     family     revolves     basically     around     him. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:03): 
 No.     No. 
 Danny     (00:37:05): 
 So     he's     not     the     head     of     the     household? 
 REDACTED     (00:37:06): 
 He     is,     but     it     doesn't     revolve     around     him. 
 Danny     (00:37:08): 
 Well,     I     don't     mean     it     in     a     selfish     way.     I     mean- 
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 REDACTED     (00:37:10): 
 Okay.     You     don't     mean     like,     "I'm     the     king." 
 Danny     (00:37:12): 
 No,     no,     no,     no,     no. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:12): 
 Okay,     no.     I     was     like     no,     it's     pretty     much     the     opposite.     (laughs) 
 Danny     (00:37:15): 
 Well,     for,     for     instance,     I     talked     to     your     brother     Gabriel. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:17): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:37:18): 
 And     while     talking     to     Gabriel,     he     made     a     comment     that,     "I     am     an 
 extension     of     my     father." 
 REDACTED     (00:37:23): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:37:24): 
 And,     um,     which- 
 REDACTED     (00:37:25): 
 His     spirit. 
 Danny     (00:37:25): 
 ...     sh-     told     me     that     he     had     a     lot     of     respect     for- 
 REDACTED     (00:37:28): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:37:29): 
 ...     for,     uh,     your     dad. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:30): 
 We're     under     my     father,     because     God,     God's     the     head- 
 Danny     (00:37:35): 
 And     I     understand. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:35): 
 ...     and     then     it's     my     dad. 
 Danny     (00:37:36): 
 Right. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:36): 
 And     he's     the     king     of     the     house.     Like,     he's     the     head     of     that 
 house.     That's     his     responsibility.     But     I     mean,     we     make     our     own 
 decisions     but- 
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 Danny     (00:37:43): 
 Sure. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:44): 
 We     respect     him     because     he's     our     father.     I     mean,     that's     who     God 
 placed     us     with     and     that's,     to     disrespect     my     father     and     mother     is 
 to     go     against     God,     and     I'm     done     doing     that.     Definitely     done 
 doing     that. 
 Danny     (00:37:57): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:37:58): 
 I     see     where     it     got     me     and     my     kids. 
 Danny     (00:38:01): 
 Um,     let's     switch     gears     here. 
 REDACTED     (00:38:04): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (00:38:07): 
 I     appreciate     the     fact     that     you     learned     a     lot     of     life     lessons 
 [inaudible     00:38:11]     you've     done     it     reasonably     young,     so     that's 
 good     for     you.     And     I     wish,     I     hope     everything     works     out     for     you.     I 
 really     do.     I     want     it     to. 
 REDACTED     (00:38:16): 
 It     will. 
 Danny     (00:38:18): 
 Um     ...     What,     what     have     you     been     told     about     REDACTED's     death? 
 REDACTED     (00:38:30): 
 I     know     that     the     DHS     worker     told     me     that     REDACTED     said,     "My 
 grandpa's     private,"     he     said,     "Papa's     private     parts     in     me     and     my 
 brother."     Um,     I     know     that     when     the     first     ...     Okay,     so     you     guys 
 came     and     investigated     when     he     [inaudible     00:38:48]     REDACTED's 
 body     or     somebody     took     me     to     REDACTED's     body     and     then     you     guys 
 left     after     you     did     your     thing.     I     know,     like,     the     next     day     I 
 think     it     was,     you     guys     came     back     and     I     didn't     know     what     was 
 going     on.     You     know?     Because     I     wasn't     allowed,     me     and     my     brother 
 weren't     allowed     in     the     house     and     you     guys     had     their     phones,     so 
 we     couldn't,     so     we     didn't     know.     And     then,     you     guys     finally 
 released     him     I     guess     and     they     made     it,     we     met     up,     we,     you     know, 
 got     back     to     each     other. 
 REDACTED     (00:39:14): 
 Um,     um,     my     mom     told     my     brother     I     guess     REDACTED.     I     guess     what 
 you     guys     were     investigating,     and,     um- 
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 Danny     (00:39:26): 
 What's     that? 
 REDACTED     (00:39:27): 
 Uh,     I     don't     know     what     she     said     to     him.     I     wasn't     there.     I     came     in 
 and     his     face     was     just     like     ...     I've     never     seen     him     look     like 
 that.     Just,     I     don't     even     know     how     to     ex-     it,     you     know,     almost 
 unable     to     hold     himself     up,     you     know?     And     they     were     already     a 
 wreck     because     of,     you     know,     losing     REDACTED.     So     I     mean     ...     Uh,     I 
 got     really     frustrated     and     I     was     like,     "Tell     me     what's 
 happening,"     but     we're,     you     know,     and     my     mom's     still     trying     to 
 talk     to     him     and     they     didn't     tell     me     at     first.     And     we     were     in     the 
 hotel     lobby     because     my     relatives     were     in     for,     for     REDACTED.     And 
 my     mom     said,     "Come     into     the     ho-     the     room     instead     of     just     being 
 out     in     the     lobby,"     being,     you     know,     loud     or     whatever. 
 REDACTED     (00:40:07): 
 So     we     went     in     there.     She     told     me     that,     um,     that     I     get,     I     don't 
 remember     exactly     but     she     said     REDACTED     like     you     guys     were 
 investigating,     uh,     more     thoroughly     because     I     guess     the,     s-     the 
 autopsy     or     REDACTED     came     back     as     it     appeared     like     he     was 
 sexually     abused     and     then,     like,     murdered.     And,     um,     h-     they,     my 
 mom     said     that     it     had     to     be     someone     with     a     left     or,     I     think     it 
 was     a     left     hand     or     REDACTED     like     that.     And     so     they     were     looking 
 at     my     dad.     And     I     lost     it     and     I     just     started     crying     and     crying 
 and     crying. 
 REDACTED     (00:40:51): 
 They     called     our     pastor     and,     um,     I     don't     think     they     told     her. 
 They     just     said     that     we     need     prayer     and     she     knew     we     were     going 
 through     a     loss,     so     she     just     came     and     started     praying     with     us 
 and,     uh,     I     don't     remember,     like     ...     Then,     okay,     then     there's, 
 uh,     a     lawyer     from     our     church     came     and,     uh,     told     my     dad.     He     came 
 into     the     room,     we're     all     praying,     and     he     comes     into     the     room, 
 knocks     on     the     hotel     room     door,     opens     the     door,     points     at     my     dad 
 and     says,     "You,     get     your     keys.     Let's     go     out     to     the     car." 
 REDACTED     (00:41:27): 
 They     talked     for     awhile.     I     don't     know     what     they     said     because     they 
 came     back     and     the     lawyer     told     us,     "Your     dad     is     to     not     talk     about 
 what     we     talked     about."     Um,     and     he     gave     us     an     example     of     a,     uh, 
 he     said,     he     advised     all     of     us     that     we     not     ad-     he,     he     said,     uh, 
 "You     guys     might     want     to     be     careful     what     you     say     because     he,"     I 
 guess     he's     been     in,     in,     he's     been     y'all,     he's     been     all     over     the 
 police     department     and     been     all     different     jobs     for     years     and 
 years     and     years     and     years.     And     he     said,     "Be     careful     what     you     say 
 because,     uh,     they     can     twist     things     around." 
 REDACTED     (00:42:04): 
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 And     I     know     that,     um,     things     can     get     twisted,     but     he     gave     us     this 
 example.     He     said,     "So     say     there's     three     nurses.     Um,     they're 
 murdered     or     whatever.     They're     investigating     a     guy     and     the     guy 
 says,     they're     like     w-     what,     you     know,     do     you     know     these     three 
 nurses     or     whatever?     And     he's     like,     I've     never     met     those     three 
 women     in     my     life.     Well,     only     the     murderer     would     know     that     they 
 were     women     because     they     said     nurses.     So     they     say     okay,     well 
 you're     guilty.     You     got,     you     know,     or     whatever." 
 REDACTED     (00:42:29): 
 So     that's     what     he     told     us,     you     know.     And     so,     I     know     that     that's 
 why     my     brother     and     sister     have     been     like     not     gonna     say     anything. 
 Danny     (00:42:37): 
 Well     (laughs)     I'll     tell     you,     um,     and     lawyers     are     funny.     Um,     and 
 it     probably     has     been     things     where,     where,     uh,     people     have 
 twisted     words     or,     or     whatnot.     I'll     come,     I'm     just     gonna     assure, 
 you     don't     know     me. 
 REDACTED     (00:42:53): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:42:54): 
 I'm     gonna     assure     you,     I'm     not     interested     in     twisting     words. 
 REDACTED     (00:42:56): 
 Yeah.     Well,     it's     how     you     perceive     everything. 
 Danny     (00:42:58): 
 We     are     truth     seekers. 
 REDACTED     (00:43:00): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:43:01): 
 That's     what     we're,     we're     out     to     get. 
 REDACTED     (00:43:02): 
 Praise     God. 
 Danny     (00:43:09): 
 Um,     and     that's     probably     the     reason     why     you     haven't     seen     anything 
 happen     thus     far     except     talking     to     folks. 
 REDACTED     (00:43:13): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:43:16): 
 Um,     would     that     be     a     correct     analogy? 
 Joel     (00:43:19): 
 Definitely. 
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 Danny     (00:43:19): 
 Yeah. 
 Joel     (00:43:20): 
 Yeah.     That's     ... 
 Danny     (00:43:23): 
 Why     do     you     think     REDACTED     died? 
 REDACTED     (00:43:28): 
 I     have     no     idea.     I     mean,     I,     I     know     he     was     weaker.     I     don't     really 
 know     why,     you     know,     he     died.     I     don't     know     medically     really 
 anything,     so     I     really     ...     And     I     wasn't     around     that     much,     you 
 know? 
 Danny     (00:43:38): 
 Sure. 
 REDACTED     (00:43:38): 
 I     saw     him     every     month.     I     talked     to     them     on     the     phone,     you     know. 
 He     couldn't     talk     but     I     could     hear     him,     you     know. 
 Danny     (00:43:44): 
 Okay.     Well     let     me     rephrase     the     question. 
 REDACTED     (00:43:49): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:43:49): 
 What     are     they     telling     you?     What     have     you     heard     maybe     from     your 
 family     or     whomever     why     REDACTED     died? 
 REDACTED     (00:43:54): 
 I     mean,     the     DHS     worker     said     that     it's     because     ...     Well,     he 
 didn't     say     this     is     why- 
 Danny     (00:43:57): 
 I'm     asking     you     about     your     family. 
 REDACTED     (00:43:59): 
 Oh. 
 Danny     (00:43:59): 
 Your     family     knows     REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (00:44:00): 
 They     d-     they     don't     know     why.     My     mom     keeps     trying     to     come     up     with 
 all     these,     she'll     google     all     this     stuff     and     sh-     I     know,     I'm     sure 
 you     talked     to     her     and     she's     really     into     trying,     you     know- 
 Danny     (00:44:09): 
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 Well     in     fact,     I,     I     think     from     what     we've     learned     is     your     dad     and 
 mom     are     using     the     word     SIDS. 
 REDACTED     (00:44:17): 
 SIDS?     I     don't     know.     I     don't     even     know     what     SIDS     really     is. 
 Sudden     infant     death. 
 Danny     (00:44:21): 
 You     know     why     you     don't     know     what     it     is?     Because     it     actually 
 doesn't     exist. 
 REDACTED     (00:44:22): 
 Yeah,     it's     just     if     they     can't     figure     out     why,     they     put     SIDS 
 right? 
 Danny     (00:44:25): 
 Right. 
 REDACTED     (00:44:26): 
 Okay.     That's,     I     mean,     yeah.     I     really     don't     know     why     he     would 
 have     just     died. 
 Danny     (00:44:31): 
 Yeah. 
 Joel     (00:44:31): 
 Well,     if,     this     is     one     of     the     things     we     keep,     uh,     bringing     to 
 everyone's     attention     when     we     have     talked     to     your     family     is     that 
 babies     don't     just     die. 
 REDACTED     (00:44:37): 
 Yeah. 
 Joel     (00:44:37): 
 That's,     that's     not     a     thing     that     happens     and- 
 REDACTED     (00:44:40): 
 There's     a     reason. 
 Joel     (00:44:40): 
 In     reality,     there's     always     a     reason,     yeah. 
 REDACTED     (00:44:44): 
 Nobody     just     dies. 
 Joel     (00:44:46): 
 Exactly.     Yeah.     And     oftentimes,     because     it's     a     baby,     sometimes     it 
 may     be     harder     for     somebody     to     figure     out     why.     But,     but     there's 
 never     just     a,     a     baby     just     dies     for     no     reason. 
 Danny     (00:44:52): 
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 And     you     know,     y-     when     you     look,     and     I     understand     what     you're 
 saying     that,     you     know,     maybe     the     personalities     are     different     and 
 maybe     he     had     some     issues     with     constipation.     But     overall,     I     mean, 
 I've     had     four     kids     too. 
 REDACTED     (00:45:03): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:45:03): 
 So,     overall,     for     little     over     13     months     old,     REDACTED     looks 
 healthy.     He     looks     like     a     healthy     kid. 
 REDACTED     (00:45:12): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:45:12): 
 Obviously     he's     been     taken     care     of     and- 
 REDACTED     (00:45:14): 
 He     had     a     lot     of,     it     just,     it     was     just     hard     to     get     him     started. 
 Like,     feeding     was     hard- 
 Danny     (00:45:19): 
 Sure. 
 REDACTED     (00:45:20): 
 ...     because     of     all     these     different     things. 
 Danny     (00:45:21): 
 But     he     seems     like     he     got     to     where     he     needed     to     be. 
 REDACTED     (00:45:23): 
 He     was     getting     there,     yeah. 
 Danny     (00:45:24): 
 So- 
 REDACTED     (00:45:28): 
 [inaudible     00:45:28]. 
 Danny     (00:45:29): 
 So     I     guess     this     is     what     I'm     trying     to,     trying     to     ask,     and     I     n-     I 
 understand     you     weren't     there.     This     is     what     we're     trying     to     ask. 
 So,     here's     a     baby.     For     the     most     part,     healthy     as,     healthy     baby. 
 You     know,     no,     no     issues,     no     real     medical     issues.     Constipation's 
 not     a     medical     issue.     My     wife's     ...     I     probably     shouldn't 
 [inaudible     00:45:48]     like     that.     Anyway,     but     [crosstalk     00:45:52] 
 one     night     he's     laid     down     and     he's     dead     the     next     morning. 
 REDACTED     (00:45:56): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:45:58): 
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 Actually,     according     to     the     ME,     he     was     dead     for     12     hours. 
 REDACTED     (00:46:01): 
 It     would've     been     a     long     time. 
 Danny     (00:46:02): 
 Yeah.     He     was     dead     for     12     hours     from     the     time     that,     well,     from 
 the     time     that     we're     being     told     that     he     was     laid     down     til     the 
 first     responder,     um,     arrived. 
 REDACTED     (00:46:12): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:46:13): 
 Because     of     the     amount     of     rigor     mortis     and     lividity     that's     in, 
 that     was     in     the     body.     Um,     so,     when     you     have     that,     obviously     it's 
 not     an     old     person     where     a     medical     examiner     say,     "Well,     it's 
 probably     natural     causes.     Let's     move     on."     So     obviously     at     that 
 point,     they're     gonna     take     a     closer     look.     They're     gonna     find     out, 
 they     have     to     find     out     why's     this,     why     did     this,     for     the     most 
 part     healthy     baby,     why     does     this     healthy     baby     die?     So     you     get 
 into     an     autopsy     and     you     get     into,     you     know,     the     medical 
 examiner,     pathologist,     and     that's     all     they     do. 
 Danny     (00:46:47): 
 Um,     the     reason     that     we've     been     so     hot     and     heavy     about     this     case- 
 REDACTED     (00:46:58): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:46:59): 
 ...     um,     I     can't     even     tell     you     how     many     dead     bodies     I've     seen     in 
 my     life.     Um,     you     know,     and     we     investigate     murders,     we 
 investigate     suicides,     we     investigate,     you     know,     natural     death. 
 We,     all     kinds     of     different     deaths.     So     we're     pretty     much     trained 
 in     know     what     to     look     for     when     we     come     on     a     scene,     you     know? 
 REDACTED     (00:47:20): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:47:20): 
 We     can't,     we     can't     t-     as     you     said,     twist     words,     and     we     can't 
 just     look     at     REDACTED     going,     oh,     well     this     is     exactly     what 
 happened.     But     what     we     do     is     if     REDACTED     seems     off,     because     the 
 one     thing,     you     know,     we've     learned,     people     in     the     world     will     lie 
 to     you,     but     the     body     doesn't     lie.     The     body     tells     a     story. 
 REDACTED     (00:47:40): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:47:41): 
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 Um,     they've     got     entire     shows     dedicated     to     that. 
 REDACTED     (00:47:44): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:47:45): 
 But     the     body     tells     a     story.     When     I     got     on     the     scene     that     day, 
 and     I     looked     at     little     REDACTED,     um,     there     were     some     things     in 
 his     face     that     didn't     seem     right.     Um,     there     were     some     things     that 
 just     didn't     add     up     to     a     baby     just     dying. 
 Danny     (00:48:07): 
 So,     obviously,     the     medical     examiner     comes     in     and     the     medical 
 examiner     goes,     and     so     the     next     morning     I     attend     the     autopsy     of, 
 um,     little     REDACTED,     and,     um,     and     the,     the     medical     examiner, 
 again,     this     is     what     they     do     for     a     living- 
 REDACTED     (00:48:23): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:48:24): 
 Um,     and     it's     not     that     they're     looking     for     REDACTED.     They're 
 looking     to     rule     out     things. 
 REDACTED     (00:48:29): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:48:29): 
 That's     what     they     do.     Um,     well,     they     didn't     die     because     of     this, 
 if     there's     nothing     that's     obvious.     But     from     th-     the     point     that 
 they     put     that     little     baby     on     the     table     to     the     end     of     the 
 examination,     that     pathologist,     the     head     pathologist     that's     over 
 all     the     pathologists,     and     a     pediatric     specialist     who     all     they     do 
 is     deal     with     child     abuse,     came     to     the     same     conclusion.     And     the 
 conclusion     was     that     baby     was     sodomized     and     it     appears     that     he 
 was     smothered. 
 REDACTED     (00:49:08): 
 Hm. 
 Danny     (00:49:11): 
 And     that's     why     we're     here.     That's     why     we're     investigating     it. 
 So,     so     we     bring     your     folks     up     and     we're     talking     to     them,     and, 
 you     know,     we're     trying     to     get     answers.     Because     on     the     outside 
 picture,     you     know,     and     I     don't     mean     this     by     any     offense,     your, 
 you     love     your     family. 
 REDACTED     (00:49:28): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:49:28): 
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 You're     gonna     tell     me     how     you     feel     about     them     and     what     you     see 
 and     everything     of     that     nature.     We     don't     get     that     luxury.     The 
 luxury     that     we     have     is     that     we     have     to     look     from     an     objective 
 viewpoint     and,     you     know,     we     have     to     look     at     things- 
 REDACTED     (00:49:44): 
 Without     emotional     attachment     [crosstalk     00:49:46]. 
 Danny     (00:49:45): 
 Yeah,     this     isn't     right. 
 REDACTED     (00:49:47): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:49:48): 
 This,     this,     there's     REDACTED     here     that's     not     right.     And     when     you 
 have     babies     with     those     kind     of     injuries,     it's     not     caused     by 
 constipation. 
 REDACTED     (00:49:57): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:49:58): 
 It's,     um,     you     know,     I'm     trying     to     rule     out     things.     Maybe 
 somebody     did     REDACTED     and     they     didn't,     you     know,     y-     didn't     mean 
 to     hurt     him,     but     maybe     that's     what     caused     the     wounds.     None     of 
 that's     come     to     light.     The     fact     that     his     face     and     the     lividity, 
 again,     you     got     to     remember     the     body     doesn't     lie. 
 REDACTED     (00:50:14): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:50:15): 
 Um,     looks     like     the     face     was     pushed     down     and     the     baby     was 
 struggling. 
 REDACTED     (00:50:19): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (00:50:22): 
 That's,     that's     the     evidence     on     this     baby's     body. 
 REDACTED     (00:50:26): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:50:26): 
 And     regardless     of     what     you     say,     regardless     of     what     your     mom     or 
 dad     or     anybody     else     say,     it     doesn't     matter     because     the     body's 
 already     telling     a     story. 
 REDACTED     (00:50:35): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
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 Danny     (00:50:37): 
 So     our,     our     question     is,     in     our     mind,     there's     no     doubt     this     baby 
 was     murdered.     No     doubt.     None.     Who     murdered     that     child?     And 
 that's     where     we     are. 
 REDACTED     (00:50:48): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:50:49): 
 Who     sexually     abused     this     child? 
 REDACTED     (00:50:51): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:50:52): 
 So     we     have     this.     We     want     ...     We're     both     fathers. 
 REDACTED     (00:50:55): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:50:56): 
 We're,     we're     both     Christians.     We're     both     people     of     faith.     We 
 want     any     other     excuse     in     the     world     not     to     believe     that     this 
 happened,     especially     from     a     family     that,     you     know,     God     is,     you 
 know,     according     to     them,     is     the     center     of     their,     their     world. 
 This     is     not     what     we     want     to     see     be     the     truth.     We     want     some     kind 
 of     explanation     that     changes     that,     that     view. 
 Danny     (00:51:20): 
 And     while     we're     looking     at     the     body,     which     you     cannot     ignore     the 
 physical,     um,     the     physical     aspects     of     that     body. 
 REDACTED     (00:51:28): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:51:30): 
 At     the     same     time     we're     talking     to     your     folks,     REDACTED's     taken 
 to     a     forensic     interview- 
 REDACTED     (00:51:36): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:51:37): 
 ...     and     having     a     SANE     exam. 
 REDACTED     (00:51:39): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:51:39): 
 Five-year-old     child. 
 REDACTED     (00:51:41): 
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 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:51:44): 
 Just     as     bubbly     as     can     be.     Love     that     little     kid.     He     has     no     idea 
 what's     going     on. 
 REDACTED     (00:51:48): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:51:49): 
 His     brother     REDACTED     went     to     heaven. 
 REDACTED     (00:51:50): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:51:52): 
 He     has     no     other     idea     what's     going     on. 
 REDACTED     (00:51:54): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:51:55): 
 And     in     the     SANE     exam,     while     we're     investigating     what     it     appears 
 to     be,     what     it     is,     this     five-year-old     child,     "Papa     put     his 
 privates     in     REDACTED's     butt." 
 REDACTED     (00:52:08): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:52:10): 
 When     REDACTED     cries,     Papa     yells     at     him     and     spanks     him     and     hurts 
 him. 
 REDACTED     (00:52:16): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (00:52:17): 
 I'm     sorry,     why     is     that     funny? 
 REDACTED     (00:52:20): 
 Because     it's     just     so     absurd.     It     m-     in     my     mind,     it's     absurd. 
 Danny     (00:52:23): 
 It     may     be     absurd,     and     I     agree     with     you     in     this     situation,     maybe 
 it's     absurd.     But     that's     what- 
 REDACTED     (00:52:27): 
 Well,     because     if     that's     what     he's     ...     Now     I     don't     know     how     he 
 said     this- 
 Danny     (00:52:29): 
 Well,     [crosstalk     00:52:29]     but     let     me     ask     you     this.     Why     would 
 REDACTED     say,     say     REDACTED     like     that? 
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 REDACTED     (00:52:31): 
 I     don't     know.     If     I     could     see     the     interview,     that     would     be 
 amazing,     because     I     would     like     to     know     what     everybody     said     to     him 
 during     the     interview,     because     I     mean,     and     all     I     can     tell     you     is 
 my     feelings,     because     I     have     no     facts     about,     you     know     what     I 
 mean?     Like,     I     wasn't     there.     I     don't     know.     But     I     mean,     if     they 
 were     continually     treated     like     this,     like     REDACTED     is     saying, 
 that     they     were     ...     And     he     might've.     It     might've     came     out     of     his 
 mouth.     I'm     not     sure     what     was     said     before     that,     because     in     my 
 mind,     what     I'm     thinking     is     someone- 
 Danny     (00:53:01): 
 What     was     said     before     that,     like     what? 
 REDACTED     (00:53:01): 
 ...     hinted     about     things. 
 Danny     (00:53:01): 
 To     give     him     some     information? 
 REDACTED     (00:53:04): 
 Yeah,     and     that's     what's     going     on     in     my     mind.     That's     why     I     would 
 really     love     to     see     the     interview. 
 Danny     (00:53:07): 
 That's     not     how     forensic     interviews     work. 
 REDACTED     (00:53:09): 
 Hm.     What     do     you     mean?     Oh,     uh,     yeah,     they     don't     hint     about 
 things. 
 Danny     (00:53:12): 
 That,     that's     not     how     they     work. 
 REDACTED     (00:53:12): 
 Well,     I     would     just     love     to     see     to     see     the     interview     about     it. 
 Um,     if     that     was     happening     to     a     child     the     size     of     REDACTED,     there 
 would     be     evidence.     I     changed     that     baby's     diaper.     My     mom     has,     my 
 brother     has,     my     sister     has.     Church     people     I'm     sure     have.     Like, 
 you     would     know. 
 Danny     (00:53:32): 
 Well     that's,     actually,     that's     actually     incorrect,     because     I 
 asked     the     same     question. 
 REDACTED     (00:53:34): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (00:53:34): 
 Are     there     old     wounds?     Are     there,     you     know,     because,     you     know, 
 your     common     sense     tells     you,     well,     obviously     there's,     there's, 
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 there     should     be     older     wounds     or     whatever.     Here's     the     issue     with 
 that.     The,     first     of     all,     children,     um,     heal     very     quickly. 
 REDACTED     (00:53:50): 
 Yes. 
 Danny     (00:53:50): 
 So     unless     it     happened     the     night     before- 
 REDACTED     (00:53:50): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:53:52): 
 ...     or     it     was     a     very     brutal     rape- 
 REDACTED     (00:53:55): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:53:56): 
 ...     it     won't     appear     in     a     normal     SANE     exam.     I'm     asking     the     SANE 
 exam     because,     nurse,     because     she     specializes     in     that.     That's     all 
 she     d- 
 REDACTED     (00:54:01): 
 Well,     I'm     talking     about     REDACTED. 
 Danny     (00:54:02): 
 I     know.     I'm- 
 REDACTED     (00:54:03): 
 Oh     okay. 
 Danny     (00:54:04): 
 But     I'm     just     telling     you,     that's,     that's     what     I,     what     I     found 
 out     as     well.     Because     I'm     like     you.     And     also,     where     the     wounds 
 are,     they     were     acute,     which     means     they     were     near     the     point     of 
 death,     or     at     the     time     of     death,     which     means     even     if     there     was 
 older     wounds,     where     the     wounds     were     found,     they     were     already 
 covered     up     by     new     wounds. 
 REDACTED     (00:54:24): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (00:54:25): 
 So,     if     I     cut     you     in,     on     the     arm- 
 REDACTED     (00:54:27): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:54:27): 
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 ...     a     month     ago,     you     might     have     a     scar     here.     I     don't     know.     You 
 may     or     may     not.     If     I     cut     you     today     in     the     very     same     spot,     you 
 can't     tell     that     I     cut     you     a     month     ago. 
 REDACTED     (00:54:36): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:54:37): 
 Do     you     understand     what     I'm     saying? 
 REDACTED     (00:54:37): 
 Yeah.     I     mean,     unless     you     looked     at     the     tissue     because     it 
 would've     had     more     tissue     there     for     healing. 
 Danny     (00:54:42): 
 Well,     and     that's,     they're,     they're     doing     all     that. 
 REDACTED     (00:54:45): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:54:46): 
 You     know,     th-     people     aren't     looking     at     this,     because     I'm     telling 
 you,     we     want     some     other     excuse     other     than     that.     People     aren't 
 looking     at     this     going     aha. 
 REDACTED     (00:54:53): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:54:54): 
 We     got     him. 
 REDACTED     (00:54:55): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:54:56): 
 They're     not. 
 REDACTED     (00:54:56): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:54:57): 
 These,     these     people,     that's     what     they     do.     They,     I     mean,     piece     by 
 piece     by     slide     by     examination     by     tissue,     by     everything.     That's 
 what     they're     doing.     And     I,     I,     and     you     have     a     five-year-old     who 
 has     no     idea     what's     going     on,     and     all     of     a     sudden     he     just     starts 
 disclosing     this. 
 REDACTED     (00:55:13): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:55:14): 
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 And     he's     not     disclosing     it     like,     you     know,     he's     ashamed     of     it     or 
 anything     else.     He's     disclosing     it     as     a     matter     of     fact. 
 REDACTED     (00:55:20): 
 Because     he     doesn't     know     anything.     Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:55:20): 
 Yeah. 
 REDACTED     (00:55:21): 
 Because     he's     a     kid. 
 Danny     (00:55:21): 
 He's     five     years     old. 
 REDACTED     (00:55:23): 
 Yes,     exactly. 
 Danny     (00:55:23): 
 He's     innocent.     But     where     does     a     five-year-old     even     learn     that 
 kind     of     stuff? 
 REDACTED     (00:55:26): 
 I     don't     know.     I     would     really     like     to     see     the     interview.     I     mean, 
 I     don't     know. 
 Danny     (00:55:26): 
 And     that,     that'll     be     a     situation     when     it     comes,     you     know,     if     it 
 gets     to     the     point.     If     it's     court,     that's     when     [crosstalk 
 00:55:27]. 
 REDACTED     (00:55:27): 
 Yeah.     Because     if     I     could     see     what     you're     seeing,     because     you 
 saw,     you've     seen     all     the     evidence,     you've     seen     all     this     stuff, 
 and     I     haven't.     So,     all     I     have     is     my     emotional     attachment     to     my 
 family     and     all     of     that. 
 Danny     (00:55:48): 
 Right.     And,     and     with     that     emotional     attachment,     and     that's     where 
 I'm     talking     about     us     looking     as     an     objective- 
 REDACTED     (00:55:59): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:55:59): 
 And     if     you     don't     believe     that     REDACTED     like     this     would     happen     in 
 your     home- 
 REDACTED     (00:56:03): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:56:03): 
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 ...     it's     hard     for     you     to     get     past     that. 
 REDACTED     (00:56:05): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:56:05): 
 Because     you're     looking     for     every     reason     for     it     not     to     be. 
 REDACTED     (00:56:08): 
 Well     I     want- 
 Danny     (00:56:08): 
 But     I'm     not     getting- 
 REDACTED     (00:56:10): 
 If     it     happened- 
 Danny     (00:56:10): 
 I'm     not     asking     you     to     tell     me     anything,     I'm     just     telling     you, 
 your,     you     need     to     understand     your     state     of     mind,     and     I'm     sure 
 being     here     that     kind     of     says     you     have     to     be     able     t-     to     look     at 
 it     without     the,     without     the     veil     of     you're     already     in     your 
 family. 
 REDACTED     (00:56:22): 
 Yes.     But     at     this,     let     me     say     REDACTED     really     quick.     At     the     same 
 time,     I     know     this     might     sound     absurd     or     whatever,     but     I     want 
 truth     regardless     if     my     dad     did     it     or     somebody     did     it.     I     want     to 
 know     the     truth     because     that's     my     son,     and     I,     even     if     it,     no 
 matter     how     much     it     hurts     and     tears     our     family     apart,     I     want     the 
 truth     to     be     revealed,     and     that's     all     I've     been     praying     for. 
 Danny     (00:56:44): 
 And     that's     what     we     want. 
 REDACTED     (00:56:46): 
 And     I     know     that     that's     what     you     guys     are     after     is     the     truth,     and 
 that's     what     the     autopsy     and     everybody     else     wants,     the     truth.     So, 
 I     mean,     I     don't     ...     If,     I     mean     if     it     turns     out     to     be     true,     it's 
 true.     But     yes,     of     course     I     don't     want     it     to     be     true.     But     I     don't 
 ...     I     just     don't     believe     it's     true.     But     if     it's     true,     I'm     not 
 gonna     be     like,     you     know,     "Oh,     well,     it's     okay."     You     know?     Like, 
 I'm     not     gonna     try     to     just- 
 Danny     (00:57:13): 
 That's     right     [crosstalk     00:57:13]     right. 
 REDACTED     (00:57:13): 
 ...     live     in     this     world     where     I'm     just     like     in     a,     not     in     a,     you 
 know,     like,     not     aware     of     what's     true     and     what's     not.     I     want     to 
 know     the     truth,     no     matter     how     much     that     hurts     my     heart     or     my 
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 emotions.     Because     I'm     not     living     by     my     emotions     and     my     heart 
 anymore. 
 Danny     (00:57:28): 
 Right. 
 REDACTED     (00:57:28): 
 I     have     to     live     by,     you     know,     facts.     Because     that's,     living     by 
 emotion     got     me     where     I     was. 
 Danny     (00:57:34): 
 And     I     know,     and     I'm     not     trying     to     sway     you.     I'm     trying     to     w-     why 
 we're     talking     to     you,     because     we     know     you     weren't     there. 
 REDACTED     (00:57:39): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:57:39): 
 We     know     that,     that     this     wasn't,     you're     not     a     part     of     that 
 particular     deal. 
 REDACTED     (00:57:44): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:57:45): 
 We're     trying     to     find     any     information     that     we     can     that     may     or     may 
 not     have,     have     went- 
 REDACTED     (00:57:52): 
 To     get     the     truth. 
 Danny     (00:57:54): 
 That     somebody     would,     would     say,     "Well,     that     seemed     kind     of     off, 
 but     I     didn't     really     think     about     it."     You     know? 
 REDACTED     (00:57:57): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:57:57): 
 Or,     you     know,     absolutely,     I     just,     I've     never     seen     anything     or 
 whatnot. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:02): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:58:02): 
 And     so,     that's     kind     of     where     we're     coming     from,     and     that's     why 
 we're     trying     to     talk     to     everybody. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:06): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:58:07): 
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 Now,     not     trying     to     twist     words     and     we're     not     trying     to,     you 
 know,     to     twist     anybody's     idea.     Because     here's,     at     the     end     of     the 
 day,     REDACTED,     if     we     don't     have     any     other     explanations,     any 
 other     evidence,     we're     gonna     follow     the     physical     evidence.     We're 
 gonna     follow     the     disclosures     that     REDACTED     gave. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:27): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:58:28): 
 Because     that     is     evidence.     That's     evidence     that     the,     the 
 prosecutor     would     use. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:31): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:58:33): 
 So     at     the     end     of     the     day,     if     I     can't     go     back     to     the     DA     and,     you 
 know,     we're,     we're     way     off. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:36): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (00:58:37): 
 Here's     why.     And     if     I     don't     have     that,     then     we     have     to     follow     the 
 physical     evidence. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:43): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:58:43): 
 We     have     to     do     that.     We're     not     trying,     you     know- 
 REDACTED     (00:58:46): 
 And     I     would     hope     you     would- 
 Danny     (00:58:46): 
 ...     disrupt     anybody. 
 REDACTED     (00:58:49): 
 ...     because,     I     mean,     if     this,     it's     a     baby.     I     would     want,     you 
 know,     I     want     justice.     I     want     what,     you     know,     I     want     the     truth 
 more     than     anything,     I     want     the     truth. 
 Danny     (00:58:58): 
 Let     me     tell     you     a     personal     story.     The,     uh,     because,     because     you 
 care.     Um     (laughs)     I,     uh,     back     in     junior     high     and     high     school     and 
 even     up     to     college,     I     dated     this     girl,     um,     Tammy     Smith.     Loved 
 that     woman.     I     dated     her     for     eight     years,     okay? 
 REDACTED     (00:59:15): 
 Yeah. 
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 Danny     (00:59:15): 
 And,     um,     I     met     her     because     I,     I     lived     on     the     north     side     of 
 Tulsa.     I     was,     you     know,     a     little     rag     head     idiot.     I     was     the     only 
 white     kid     in,     in     [crosstalk     00:59:23]. 
 REDACTED     (00:59:23): 
 Yeah,     yeah     you     were.     (laughs) 
 Danny     (00:59:25): 
 I     started,     I     started     riding     the     church     bus     when     I     was     about     12. 
 REDACTED     (00:59:27): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:59:28): 
 Well,     I     met     her     through     the     church,     um,     and     just     oh     my     god,     the 
 most     beautiful     woman.     I     loved     her.     You     know,     we     kind     of     started 
 dating.     I     know     you     care     about     this     story. 
 Joel     (00:59:38): 
 I     do.     I'm     [crosstalk     00:59:38]. 
 Danny     (00:59:38): 
 You're     enthralled.     Anyway,     moving     on.     Um,     so     we     eventually,     you 
 know,     we     started     dating,     and     I     got     real     close     to     her     family     and 
 her     dad     was     a     deacon     in     the     church     and,     you     know,     and     we're     very 
 heavy     into     the     church     and,     um,     actually     had     a     contemporary 
 Christian     music     career     at     one     time.     I     mean     I     was     really- 
 REDACTED     (00:59:54): 
 Really? 
 Danny     (00:59:54): 
 ...     heavy     into     it. 
 REDACTED     (00:59:55): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (00:59:55): 
 And,     um- 
 Joel     (00:59:56): 
 It's     true.     I've     seen     the     YouTube     videos. 
 Danny     (00:59:58): 
 Okay. 
 REDACTED     (00:59:58): 
 Is     it     great. 
 Danny     (00:59:59): 
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 Let's     drop,     let's     go     ahead     and     drop     that.     Well,     anyway 
 [crosstalk     01:00:02]     of     course     their,     their     mom,     uh,     or     her     mom, 
 you     know,     I     was     just     as     close,     I     lived     with     them     at     certain 
 times.     Like     that.     I     mean     just     the     most,     I'd     look     at     them     as     this 
 is     the     most     incredible,     godly     family     and     everything     of     that 
 nature. 
 Danny     (01:00:16): 
 Well,     my     niece,     who     her     mother     had     committed     suicide,     was     living 
 with     my     biological     mother,     who     was     a     very     bad     person. 
 REDACTED     (01:00:23): 
 Your     niece,     not     related     to     her? 
 Danny     (01:00:25): 
 No.     My     actual- 
 REDACTED     (01:00:27): 
 Your     family.     Okay,     your     niece. 
 Danny     (01:00:27): 
 ...     biological     niece. 
 REDACTED     (01:00:27): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (01:00:28): 
 So     I     worked     with     them     and     I     worked     with     this     family,     "We've     got 
 to     get     my     niece     out     of     there."     And     they     decided     that     w-     we'll 
 adopt     her.     We'll     bring     her     in     there.     [inaudible     01:00:36]     oh     my 
 god. 
 REDACTED     (01:00:36): 
 Th-     the     girl's     f- 
 Danny     (01:00:37): 
 The     girl's     family. 
 REDACTED     (01:00:37): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (01:00:38): 
 The     Smiths. 
 REDACTED     (01:00:39): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (01:00:40): 
 That's     actually     their     name.     Um,     they     brought     her     in     there,     e- 
 and     I     was     so     happy     and     I     was     so     thrilled     because     now     my     niece 
 was     gonna     get     a     better     life     than     when     I     grew     up     and     I     was     just 
 so     excited.     And     everything     seemed     great.     She     was     in     the     family. 
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 Uh,     all     of     a     sudden,     she     had     two     sisters     and     two     brothers,     and 
 everything     was     great. 
 Danny     (01:00:58): 
 I     go     off     to     college     and     I'm     doing     my     thing     and,     um,     and     I     get     a 
 call     from     my     niece,     and,     um,     she     said,     "I've     run     away."     I     said, 
 "Why     did     you     run     away?"     The     dad     was     sexually     abusing     her. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:14): 
 Hm. 
 Danny     (01:01:14): 
 Turned     out     he     was     sexually     abusing     the     other     two     girls     as     well. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:17): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:01:18): 
 Never     would've     saw     it.     Never     had     a     clue.     My     wife     even     brought 
 this     up     the     day- 
 REDACTED     (01:01:23): 
 Did     his     morals     not     come     through?     I     mean,     he     let     you     move     in.     You 
 know?     He     wasn't,     I     mean     I     just     caught     a     few     things     off     this 
 story     that     would     make     me     question     the     parents'     morals     and     their 
 values. 
 Danny     (01:01:34): 
 Oh,     let     me     tell     you     about     moving     in. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:36): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (01:01:37): 
 I     stayed     in     the     room     with     the     brothers.     We     were     not     allowed     to 
 even     be,     you     know. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:41): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:01:41): 
 Be     up     late     at     night     together.     Yeah.     I     mean,     I'm     telling     you, 
 this     is     a     very     strict- 
 REDACTED     (01:01:45): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:01:45): 
 ...     Christian     family. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:46): 
 Okay. 
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 Danny     (01:01:48): 
 Never     saw     it     coming.     It     turned     out,     sure     enough,     he     had. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:51): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:01:52): 
 And     he     got     convicted     of     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:01:53): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:01:57): 
 And     sometimes,     and     I,     I'm     relating     that     to     you     because     when 
 we're     in     a     family     like     that,     when     we're     doing     things,     sometimes 
 we     don't     see     things. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:03): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:02:04): 
 And     then,     once     it     happened,     once     it     did,     I,     I     remember     stepping 
 back,     I     said,     "You     know     what?" 
 REDACTED     (01:02:08): 
 You     could     think     about     it     and- 
 Danny     (01:02:09): 
 I     do     kind     of     remember     REDACTED     was     off     there. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:12): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:02:13): 
 I'm     not     making     this     story     up,     I'm     telling     you     the     truth. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:14): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:02:15): 
 REDACTED     was     off.     And     then,     it-     it's     almost     like     s-     I     use     the 
 word     veil,     it     was     like     the     veil     [crosstalk     01:02:20]     oh     my     god. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:21): 
 It     is     a     veil.     Yeah,     or     you're     seeing     through     glasses     [crosstalk 
 01:02:23]. 
 Danny     (01:02:23): 
 And     then     I'm     pissed     off     at     myself.     How     did     I     miss     that? 
 REDACTED     (01:02:25): 
 Yeah.     Yeah. 
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 Danny     (01:02:27): 
 How     did     I     miss     that?     And     what     I     did     is     I     took     my     own     flesh     and 
 blood     and     put     her     in     the     danger. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:33): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:02:35): 
 And     now     she's     still     jacked     up. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:36): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:02:36): 
 She's     jacked     up.     Probably     sh-     she     belongs     in     here,     except     she's 
 just     a     little     younger     than     I     am.     But,     um,     the- 
 REDACTED     (01:02:42): 
 We     have     someone     who's     60. 
 Danny     (01:02:43): 
 Okay.     (laughs)     Well,     she     needs     to     be     here. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:47): 
 She's     here.     We're     all     ages.     [crosstalk     01:02:47]. 
 Danny     (01:02:49): 
 Um,     but,     I     mean     it     messed     up     her     life. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:51): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:02:51): 
 And     I'm     responsible     for     getting     her     in     there. 
 REDACTED     (01:02:55): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:02:57): 
 I'm     not     responsible     for     what     he     did.     But     I'm     the     one,     I     was     the 
 catalyst     that     brought     her     in     there. 
 REDACTED     (01:03:01): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:03:02): 
 It     wasn't     til     after     the     fact     that     that     whole     thing     was     blown     up 
 in     my     face- 
 REDACTED     (01:03:07): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:03:07): 
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 ...     that     this     guy     was     capable     of     doing     that.     Barry- 
 REDACTED     (01:03:11): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:03:11): 
 ...     was     capable     of     doing     that.     And     he     had     to     plead     guilty     to     it 
 because     he     was     guilty.     Admitted     to     it,     you     know,     did     all     the, 
 the     right     things     I     guess     afterwards.     And     then     that     veil     was 
 lifted     and     I     started     realizing     some     things     that     I     missed,     you 
 know? 
 REDACTED     (01:03:27): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:03:28): 
 Um- 
 REDACTED     (01:03:28): 
 Truth     started     to     be     revealed. 
 Danny     (01:03:29): 
 It     was. 
 REDACTED     (01:03:30): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:03:31): 
 And     that's     a,     that's     a,     that's     a     very     good     description. 
 REDACTED     (01:03:33): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:03:35): 
 I'm     telling     you     that     story     not     because     I     need     you     to     tell     me 
 REDACTED,     but     I'm     just     telling     you,     sometimes     afterwards     things 
 are     lifted. 
 REDACTED     (01:03:43): 
 Definitely. 
 Danny     (01:03:44): 
 And     if     you     are     a     truth,     truth     seeker     as     we     are- 
 REDACTED     (01:03:46): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:03:47): 
 ...     you     know,     there     may     be     a     point     where     you     start     seeing     those 
 things. 
 REDACTED     (01:03:50): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
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 Danny     (01:03:54): 
 And,     um,     and     God     loves     his     children     no     matter     what     they     do.     W- 
 we're     still     responsible     for     the     things     that     we     do. 
 REDACTED     (01:03:59): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:04:00): 
 And     at     this     point,     REDACTED,     we     have     nothing     but     physical 
 evidence,     which     is     huge. 
 REDACTED     (01:04:06): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:04:07): 
 Um,     and     to     be     quite     frank     with     you,     it's     undisputed. 
 REDACTED     (01:04:11): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:04:15): 
 Um,     I     think     probably     Joel     and     I     are     the     only     ones     that     just     kind 
 of     held     back     on,     well,     hold     on,     surely     there's     REDACTED 
 different     here. 
 Joel     (01:04:22): 
 In     fact,     we've,     we've     delayed     going     the     route     we     want     to     go 
 because     we     want     to     give     more     time     and     try     to,     let's     make     sure 
 we- 
 Danny     (01:04:28): 
 Not     really     the     route     we     want     to     go,     but     the     route     we     should     go. 
 Joel     (01:04:30): 
 Well,     the,     should     go     legally.     Uh,     but     because     we     want     to     make 
 sure     that     we     have     everything     right,     is     this     really     what 
 happened,     is     this     really     what     the     specialists     are     saying?     I 
 mean,     part     of     the     problem     is     in,     in     trying     to     find     out     some     kind 
 of     alternative     to     what     we     now     think     happened     is     everybody     in     the 
 house     has     already     confirmed     that     nobody     else     came     in     the     house 
 this     night.     Um,     the     doors     were     locked.     Nobody     came     into     the 
 house.     Um,     everybody,     everybody     can     account     for     everybody     else 
 being     in     the     house,     uh,     and     nobody     else     being     there.     Uh,     but     the 
 specialists     are     telling     us     this,     um,     the     injuries     happened     at 
 the     time     of     death     and,     and     so     we     don't     really     have     any     kind     of 
 alternative     to     that.     I     mean,     how     do     you     get     past     that? 
 REDACTED     (01:05:12): 
 Yeah. 
 Joel     (01:05:13): 
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 I     mean     th-     it     has     to     be     somebody     that     was     in     the     house.     I     mean, 
 there's     no     way     to     get     past     that. 
 Danny     (01:05:17): 
 And     then,     on     top     of     that,     you     have     this     five-year-old     who     I 
 believe     you     used     the     term     is     incapable     of     lying,     is     telling     this 
 story- 
 REDACTED     (01:05:27): 
 Well,     he     can     lie     but     not,     it's     not     lying     to     him.     When     I,     if     I 
 were     to     lie     to     you,     I'd     be     like,     I'm     gonna- 
 Danny     (01:05:32): 
 Has     he     ever     told     you     this     story     about     somebody's     putting     private 
 ...     I     mean- 
 REDACTED     (01:05:35): 
 No. 
 Danny     (01:05:35): 
 ...     I     don't     even     see     a     five-year-old     talking     about     things     like 
 that. 
 REDACTED     (01:05:38): 
 No.     I     mean     I     know     I,     I     know     that,     like,     when     I     first     got     here 
 and     I     wanted     to     know     if     he     was,     if     Paul     was     in     REDACTED's     life, 
 which     is     his     dad,     I     asked     REDACTED,     and     I     was     like,     "Have     you 
 seen     Paul?"     And     he's     like,     "Yeah,     we     hung     out.     I,     I     ..."     he 
 said,     "I     played     with     Paul."     And     that's     never     happened     because     he 
 knew     that     I     wanted     him     to     be     around     Paul. 
 Danny     (01:06:01): 
 Sure. 
 REDACTED     (01:06:01): 
 So     I     know     that     in     those     senses,     but     he's     not     thinking,     "Oh,     I'm 
 gonna     lie."     He's     thinking,     "I     want     to     please,     you     know,     her.     I 
 want     to,"     you     know.     I     don't     know     exactly     what     he's     thinking,     but 
 in     my     mind     that's     how     it     goes. 
 Danny     (01:06:13): 
 Right.     And     I,     I     think     you     probably     rationalized     it     in     your     mind 
 that,     um,     because     I     get     what     you're     saying. 
 REDACTED     (01:06:17): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:06:18): 
 I've     been     to,     man,     how     many     forensic     interviews     you     been     to? 
 Joel     (01:06:21): 
 A     lot. 
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 Danny     (01:06:21): 
 I     mean,     I     understand     what     you're     saying.     That's     not     how     these 
 things     are- 
 REDACTED     (01:06:24): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:06:24): 
 ...     coded     out.     Um- 
 REDACTED     (01:06:29): 
 And     that's     why     I     want     to     see     it,     because     I     want     truth     too.     But     I 
 can't     go.     I     would     want     to     see     it. 
 Danny     (01:06:34): 
 Did     you     know     that     he     actually     describes     his- 
 REDACTED     (01:06:36): 
 Yeah,     the     DHS     worker     told     me     that.     He     described     it,     yeah. 
 Danny     (01:06:40): 
 He     describes     your     grandmother     knowing     about     it- 
 REDACTED     (01:06:43): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:06:44): 
 ...     but     not     saying     anything. 
 REDACTED     (01:06:45): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:06:46): 
 She     didn't     even     say     nothing     about     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:06:47): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:06:49): 
 Um,     so     when     you     add     all     that,     whether     we're     gonna     come     on, 
 either     it's     the     most     perfect     storm     of     just     crazy     coincident,     you 
 know,     nut     stuff     happening,     and     coming     together,     or     it's     actually 
 the     truth. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:04): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:07:06): 
 Um,     at     my     age,     I'm     a     bit     cynical.     Um,     coincidences     are     tough. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:14): 
 I     don't     think     there     is     a     such     thing     as     a     coincidence. 
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 Danny     (01:07:16): 
 There     probably     isn't.     Um,     but     I     think     there     are     in     some     cases. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:20): 
 I     just     don't. 
 Danny     (01:07:20): 
 But     I     don't     believe     in- 
 REDACTED     (01:07:20): 
 I     think     everything     is     for     a     reason.     [crosstalk     01:07:22]- 
 Danny     (01:07:22): 
 I     think,     I     think     you're     right.     I     think     everything's     for     a     reason 
 and     I     think     that     God     reveals     truth- 
 REDACTED     (01:07:27): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:07:28): 
 ...     in     all     kinds     of     different     manners.     If     we're     just     wise     enough 
 to     open     our     eyes. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:33): 
 And     look     [crosstalk     01:07:34]. 
 Danny     (01:07:33): 
 Just     like     with     Barry. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:36): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:07:36): 
 I     never     saw     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:37): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:07:38): 
 Now,     I'm     acute     to     it,     you     know? 
 REDACTED     (01:07:40): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:07:41): 
 Um,     so     anyway,     that's,     that's     pretty     much     where     we're     at,     and 
 that's     the     reason     why,     um,     REDACTED     is     in     the     position     that     he's 
 in,     because     we     have     to     take     that     serious.     The     state     takes     it 
 serious. 
 REDACTED     (01:07:57): 
 Yeah.     Thank     you     for     taking     that     serious. 
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 Danny     (01:07:58): 
 Um,     he's     safe. 
 REDACTED     (01:08:00): 
 Yeah,     he     is. 
 Danny     (01:08:01): 
 He's     happy. 
 REDACTED     (01:08:02): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:08:02): 
 He's     probably     eating     sugar.     (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (01:08:05): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:08:07): 
 You     know?     But,     but     I'm     just     saying,     the     state,     everybody     takes 
 it     serious. 
 REDACTED     (01:08:13): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:08:13): 
 And     it's     really     hard     to     get     past,     REDACTED.     You     know,     if     it     was 
 just     him     saying     it- 
 REDACTED     (01:08:20): 
 Yeah.     [crosstalk     01:08:21]. 
 Danny     (01:08:21): 
 ...     it'd     be     one     thing.     But     it     actually     is     extremely     consistent 
 with     the     physical     injuries     on     REDACTED.     You     know     what     else 
 really     strikes     me     as     funny?     And     I     almost     get     from     your     side, 
 because     I     don't     think     that     you     ever     really     had     a     connection     to 
 REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (01:08:35): 
 [inaudible     01:08:35]. 
 Danny     (01:08:35): 
 I     mean,     he's     your     child     and     you     always     have     that     connection.     But 
 I'm     talking     about     a     day     in,     day     out- 
 REDACTED     (01:08:39): 
 Yeah.     I     just     had     a     lot     more     time     with     REDACTED     than     REDACTED. 
 Danny     (01:08:44): 
 I     don't     see     the     correct     responses,     with     the     exception     gloryOF 
 Glory- 
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 Joel     (01:08:49): 
 Yeah,     yeah,     definitely. 
 Danny     (01:08:50): 
 I     don't     see     the     correct     responses     from     your     mom     and     dad     and 
 Gabriel.     I     don't,     I     don't     see     none.     Gabriel     doesn't     have     to 
 respond     like     everybody     else.     Or,     you     know,     maybe     they     don't, 
 maybe     they     have     a     different     mechanism.     I     understand     people- 
 REDACTED     (01:09:04): 
 You     mean     mourning-wise? 
 Danny     (01:09:05): 
 Well,     not     maybe     necessarily     m-     mourning.     But     even     when     I     told 
 your     dad,     and     I     told     your     mom,     that     the     physical     evidence     was 
 with     REDACTED,     and     I     can     only     put     myself     in     that     position     with 
 one     of     my     children     someone     saying     that,     and     I     can     only     gauge     off 
 how     I     would     react. 
 REDACTED     (01:09:26): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:09:27): 
 Which     apparently     is     pretty     much     how     everybody     else     would     react. 
 Their     reaction     wasn't     correct.     It     wasn't- 
 REDACTED     (01:09:33): 
 Can     I,     was     it     more     just     like,     like     I     am     acting     like,     okay,     okay? 
 Can     I     say     REDACTED     about     that? 
 Danny     (01:09:41): 
 Sure. 
 REDACTED     (01:09:42): 
 And     I     don't     mean     to     offend     either     of     you.     But     couldn't     it     just 
 be     that     [crosstalk     01:09:47]     maybe     they     just     have     so     much     trust 
 in     God     in     what     anything     happens,     no     matter     what     th-     anything 
 gets     thrown     at     us,     that     they     could     be     just     so     firm     in     their 
 faith     with     God     that,     like,     nothing     should     shake     us.     I     mean, 
 that's     what     the     bible     says.     And     when     you're     faith,     and     we're     not 
 anywhere     close     to     being     where     we     want     to     be     or     where     we     need     to 
 be,     but     I     mean     couldn't     it     just     be     that     they     just     know     that     it's 
 in     God's     hands     and     whatever     happens     happens? 
 REDACTED     (01:10:14): 
 Like,     yeah,     we     want     the     truth.     That's     all     we've     been     praying     for 
 is     the     truth.     We     haven't     been     specifically     saying,     like,     "Oh 
 God,     just,     um,     let     my     dad     be,     you     know,     free     from     all     this,     or 
 let     my     family     be."     We've     been     strictly     praying     we     want     truth.     We 
 want     truth.     We     want     the     truth     to     come     out     and     we     know     that 
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 you're,     you     know,     the     judge     and     we     know     that     you     bring     forth 
 truth     and     so     we've     been     praying     for     you     guys     and     we've     been 
 praying     for     everybody     involved     that     truth     will     just     be,     you 
 know,     the     shadows     will     be     pulled     away     and     light     will     come     in     and 
 truth     will     just     prevail.     No     matter     what     the     truth     is. 
 REDACTED     (01:10:50): 
 I     mean,     but     couldn't     it     just     be     that     that,     God     just     gave     them     a 
 peace     about     it?     I     mean,     when     they     told     me     REDACTED     died,     I     was 
 here.     Then     my     family     came     after     you     guys     left.     They     came     here, 
 they     called     Miss,     you     know,     the     director     and     told     them     what 
 happened.     My     family     was     in     the     office     over     there.     I     was     cooking. 
 They     pulled     me     out,     they     said,     "Your,     come     with     me."     They     didn't 
 tell     me. 
 REDACTED     (01:11:10): 
 I     opened     the     door.     I     saw     my     family.     I     just     saw     it     on     their 
 faces.     I     knew     it     was     REDACTED     horrible.     And     the     first     thing     that 
 went     through     my     mind     is,     "Oh,     my     babies.     What     happened     to     my 
 babies?"     You     know,     REDACTED     or     REDACTED,     what     happened?     Because 
 they     don't,     they     don't     just     bring     the     whole     family     in.     It     was 
 just,     you     could     feel     REDACTED     in     the     atmosphere.     And     they     told 
 me,     and     I     didn't     cry     at     first.     I     just,     I     could     feel     the     presence 
 of     God,     and     I     could     just     feel     that     no     matter     what     they     were 
 about     to     say,     everything     was     gonna     be     okay.     And     they     told     me, 
 and     I     just     knew     he     was     happy.     I     knew     REDACTED     was     happy. 
 REDACTED     in     me,     my     spirit,     REDACTED     in     me,     could     feel     the 
 presence     of     God.     Just,     it     was     okay,     you     know?     This     is     not     the 
 end.     This     is     not     the     end. 
 REDACTED     (01:12:04): 
 And     yeah,     I     want     truth,     and,     yeah,     the     truth     hurts     a     lot.     But 
 he's     happy,     and     I     can't     be     mad     or     upset     about     him     being     with 
 God.     You     know,     I     can     be     hurt     emotionally     and     mad     if     this     was 
 true     about     someone     doing     this,     my     dad     doing     this     or     whatever.     Of 
 course,     my     heart     would     be     totally     broken.     But     God     gave     me     so 
 much     grace     in     that     moment.     I     cried     a     lot     after     that.     But     it 
 wasn't     like,     I     just     kept     hearing     he's     happy,     he's     okay.     And     I 
 could     see     him,     you     know,     with     God.     I     can     just,     I     know     I'm     gonna 
 be     there.     I     know     he's     gonna     be     there,     and     I     know     that. 
 REDACTED     (01:12:48): 
 I     mean,     this     is     a     vapor.     Our     life     is     [inaudible     01:12:51].     Our 
 life     is     fast     compared     to     eternity.     And     I     just,     it     never     ...     What 
 b-     has     bothered     me     is     the     in-     investigation.     Really,     his     death 
 was,     it     was     out     of,     it     was     crazy.     But     at     the     same     time,     I 
 wasn't,     like,     ever,     like,     my,     my     baby.     You     know,     my     child.     I've 
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 always     been     like,     he's     happy.     He's     with     God.     I     mean,     I     want     to 
 be     with     God.     You     know? 
 Danny     (01:13:17): 
 Let     me,     let     me     challenge     you     on     that.     And     actually,     I     think 
 we're     in,     uh,     we're     simpatico     on     that.     I     think     we     agree.     Because 
 I     feel     the     same     way. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:26): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:13:27): 
 It's     not     the     death     of     REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:27): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:13:31): 
 Because     they've     already,     they     already     know     about     the     death     of 
 REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:34): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:13:35): 
 Is     he     in     a     happier     place?     Absolutely. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:37): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:13:38): 
 Um,     is     he     free?     Absolutely. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:41): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:13:45): 
 I     guess     what     I'm     telling     you     is,     and     you     just     said     it     a     while 
 ago,     um,     it's     the     circumstance. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:55): 
 Of     why. 
 Danny     (01:13:55): 
 It's     the     circumstance     that     his     body     is     telling     everybody. 
 REDACTED     (01:13:57): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:13:58): 
 It's     the     circumstance     of     evil. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:00): 
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 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:14:01): 
 Because     that's     what     I     call     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:02): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:14:04): 
 Um,     [inaudible     01:14:07]     no     child,     nobody     for     that     matter,     but 
 especially     no     child. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:10): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:14:12): 
 And     that's     the     response     I'm     talking     about. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:13): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:14:14): 
 I'm     not     talking     about,     hey,     we're     at     ease     because     REDACTED     was 
 happy     and     free. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:17): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:14:17): 
 And     I     think     actually     you     just     said     the     same     thing,     just     now     to 
 me.     Um,     I'm     just     telling     you     in     the     response     of     learning     how 
 that     happened,     and     the     circumstances     to     why     we're     saying     how     it 
 happened,     the     response     wasn't     right. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:39): 
 Because     they     probably     don't     believe     it,     just     like     I     don't.     I 
 mean- 
 Danny     (01:14:43): 
 Well     maybe. 
 REDACTED     (01:14:44): 
 But     like     if     I     tell     you     REDACTED     and     you     don't     believe     what     I'm 
 saying,     you     won't     have     the     same     reaction     as     if     I     said     REDACTED 
 and     you     believed     it.     Like,     if     I     just     said     your     car     was     just 
 stolen     but     you're     like,     I     know     it's     not     stolen,     then     you're, 
 whatever.     You     know,     okay.     But     if     you     had     even     a     hint     of,     oh,     it 
 might,     you     know.     Look     for     your     car.     But     you     get     what     I'm     saying? 
 Like     [crosstalk     01:15:07]. 
 Danny     (01:15:07): 
 Maybe.     And     we're     not     building     a     case     off     their     reaction. 
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 REDACTED     (01:15:09): 
 No.     I     know.     Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:15:10): 
 I'm     just     telling     you,     it's     just     one     more     little     thing     that 
 popped     in.     But     here's,     here's     the     problem.     It     doesn't     matter     if 
 they     want     to     believe     it     or     they     don't     want     to     believe     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:22): 
 It     doesn't     matter. 
 Danny     (01:15:23): 
 It     doesn't     matter. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:23): 
 Hm-mm     (negative). 
 Danny     (01:15:23): 
 The     body,     body     is     REDACTED     that     is     not     made     up. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:28): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:15:28): 
 The     body     is     REDACTED     that,     you     know,     you     can't     just,     "Well,     that 
 couldn't     have     happened,     you     know,     that     way."     You     don't     take 
 somebody     with     a     bullet     hole     to     the     chest     and     tell     them     they 
 died,     you     know,     from     a     heart     attack. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:40): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:15:40): 
 You     know     what     I'm     saying? 
 REDACTED     (01:15:40): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:15:42): 
 Um,     so     anyway,     there's     just     a     lot     of     things     about     this     case     that 
 bother     me. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:45): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:15:45): 
 I     can't     figure     it     out,     and     I'm     not     asking     you     to     give     me     those 
 answers.     If     I     can't     figure     it     out,     then     Joel     and     I,     we     have     to 
 move     forward     on     the     physical     evidence. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:53): 
 Yes. 
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 Danny     (01:15:54): 
 And     we     are. 
 REDACTED     (01:15:55): 
 Yes. 
 Danny     (01:15:56): 
 Um,     so     my     whole     point     of     coming     down     here,     not     to     disrupt     your 
 life,     not     to     disrupt     what     you're     doing     or     anything     like     that- 
 REDACTED     (01:16:01): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (01:16:02): 
 ...     is     to     find     out     anything     else     that     I     am     missing. 
 REDACTED     (01:16:05): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:16:06): 
 D-     do     you     understand     where     I'm     coming     from? 
 REDACTED     (01:16:08): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:16:09): 
 If     you     have     some     other     questions,     Joel,     I     don't     mean     to 
 [crosstalk     01:16:11]. 
 Joel     (01:16:10): 
 No,     you're,     you're     right     [crosstalk     01:16:14]     because     h-     what 
 we're     up     against     is     we've     got,     we've     got     doctors     that     their 
 entire     job     is     just     looking     at,     at     people     that     die     in     various 
 different     manners. 
 REDACTED     (01:16:21): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Joel     (01:16:22): 
 And     they,     uh,     their     job     is     to     figure     out     why     they     died.     And 
 they're     really     good     at     it.     That's     their     entire     job.     And     so,     this 
 isn't     the     first     baby     they've,     they've     dealt     with     that     was,     uh, 
 that     didn't     die     of     some     natural     cause.     Um,     and     so     they     know     what 
 they're     talking     about     and     we,     you     know,     we     take     their     word     for 
 it.     Like     I     said,     it's     not     just     one     person.     It's,     so     far     it's 
 three     different     doctors     that     have     all- 
 Danny     (01:16:42): 
 It's     a     conglomeration     of     evidence. 
 Joel     (01:16:43): 
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 Yeah.     I     mean,     and     so,     and     then     when     we     talked     to     your     parents, 
 we     don't,     they     don't     offer     us     any     kind     of     alternative     or,     "Oh, 
 well     let     me     explain     that     to     you.     This     is     what     happened     that 
 night."     That's     not     what     we     get     at     all.     It's,     "No,     we     put     him     to 
 bed     and     that's     right     where     he     was     when     we     got     up." 
 REDACTED     (01:16:58): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Joel     (01:16:58): 
 And     then,     you     know,     then,     "Talk     to     my     attorney."     And,     um,     and 
 so,     we     don't     have     anything     else     to     go     on     except,     um,     the     people 
 that     were     in     the     house     that     night     and     the     physical     evidence.     And 
 if     nobody     will     talk     to     us     that     was     in     the     house,     we     have     to     go 
 with     the     physical     evidence. 
 Danny     (01:17:13): 
 W-     w-     I     guess     we're     searching     and     we're     begging     for     REDACTED 
 that,     that's     counter     to     this     story. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:19): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:17:19): 
 Or     REDACTED     that     leads     us     down     the     path     that     we     already     have. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:23): 
 Yeah     [crosstalk     01:17:24]. 
 Danny     (01:17:24): 
 One     way     or     the     other. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:25): 
 Yeah,     whatever's     true. 
 Danny     (01:17:28): 
 Um,     I'm     not     here     to     convince     you     of     anything. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:29): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:17:29): 
 Um,     because     unfortunately,     regardless     of     what     you     think     or     how 
 you     feel- 
 REDACTED     (01:17:34): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:17:34): 
 ...     things     will     happen     anyway.     Um,     but     I'm     looking     for     REDACTED 
 that     we're     missing. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:40): 
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 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:17:42): 
 And     I     haven't     heard     that.     And     maybe     you     don't     have     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:46): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:17:47): 
 Um. 
 REDACTED     (01:17:51): 
 Probably     not.     I     mean,     I     was     pretty     detached,     you     know,     in     that 
 [crosstalk     01:17:54]. 
 Danny     (01:17:53): 
 Yeah.     Do     you     have     any     questions     for     us? 
 REDACTED     (01:17:56): 
 I     mean,     I     don't     even     know     how     this     works     or     anything.     I     know     I'm 
 trying     to     get     REDACTED     to     live     here     with     me.     You     know?     And     I 
 don't     know     if     you     guys     can     tell     me     anything     about,     like- 
 Danny     (01:18:07): 
 That's,     that's     beyond     our,     that's     our- 
 REDACTED     (01:18:10): 
 I     know     tomorrow     we     have- 
 Danny     (01:18:12): 
 But     that's     between     you     and     DHS     and,     um- 
 REDACTED     (01:18:14): 
 The     judge. 
 Danny     (01:18:14): 
 And     the     judge     that's     involved.     And     I     know     that     their     ultimate 
 goal     is     always     to     have     the     child     with     the     mother. 
 REDACTED     (01:18:19): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:18:21): 
 So     that's     always     the     ultimate     goal.     So     I     think     regardless     of 
 whatever     s-     whatever     hoops     have     to     be     jumped     through,     I     think 
 that's     always     the     ultimate     goal. 
 REDACTED     (01:18:28): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:18:28): 
 So     I     think     if     you     keep     that     in     your     mind,     I     think     you'd     be     okay. 
 Just- 
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 REDACTED     (01:18:31): 
 Yeah.     I     believe     I'll     get     him.     I     just     was     hoping     sooner     than 
 later.     Just     so     he     can     have     ...     I     know     he's     safe.     I     can     feel     it. 
 Like,     I've     met     her,     I     met     the     kids.     I,     you     know,     talked     to     them, 
 prayed     with     them,     and     he's     happy. 
 Danny     (01:18:41): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 REDACTED     (01:18:42): 
 And     he     would     definitely     act     unhappy     if     he     wasn't     happy.     He 
 doesn't     know     how     he's     supposed     to     act,     so     he     would     act     unhappy. 
 So     I     feel     at     peace     with     him     where     he     is.     I     just     know     that     it's 
 better     for     them     to     have     familiarity,     you     know,     as     much     as 
 possible     and     to- 
 Danny     (01:18:56): 
 Sure. 
 REDACTED     (01:18:57): 
 And,     I     mean,     that     was     our     ultimate     goal     was     for     me     to     have     my 
 babies     back     here     because     that's,     that     was     just     the     goal     before 
 anything     happened.     And     I     don't,     I     just     would     like     that     to     happen 
 I     guess     [inaudible     01:19:09]     because     I     just     feel     like     it'd     be 
 good. 
 Danny     (01:19:11): 
 Yeah.     And     those,     and     those     are     the     questions     that     I     wish     I     could 
 get     you     answers     but- 
 REDACTED     (01:19:13): 
 Yeah.     That's     fine.     I     didn't     think,     but     I     didn't     know. 
 Danny     (01:19:13): 
 We're     a     bunch     of     old     cops- 
 REDACTED     (01:19:13): 
 (laughs)     Okay. 
 Danny     (01:19:13): 
 ...     so     we     don't     know     anything     about     the     DHS     side     of     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:19:20): 
 Yeah,     I     didn't     know.     I     mean,     I     know     what     my     DHS     worker,     or 
 REDACTED     I     guess,     his     worker,     the     one     who     sets     up     visits     for     me 
 and     stuff     is     saying     that,     I     mean,     he     seemed     to     indicate     it     was 
 up     to,     but     he     said     ultimately     it's     the     judge. 
 Danny     (01:19:31): 
 Right. 
 REDACTED     (01:19:31): 
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 But     he'll     listen     to     the- 
 Danny     (01:19:35): 
 He'll- 
 REDACTED     (01:19:35): 
 ...     you     and     the     DA     or     REDACTED     like     that. 
 Danny     (01:19:39): 
 A     lot     of     things     will     be     based     [crosstalk     01:19:39]     a     lot     of 
 things     will     be     based     on     the     investigation.     Um,     I     don't,     I     don't 
 foresee     the     investigation     insinuating     you     in     any     way.     Okay? 
 REDACTED     (01:19:52): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:19:54): 
 Um,     I     don't     see     that,     so     I     don't     think     that'll     be     an     issue.     Do 
 you     have     any     other     questions     for     us? 
 REDACTED     (01:20:06): 
 Hm-mm     (negative).     Not     really.     I     mean,     [inaudible     01:20:06]. 
 Danny     (01:20:06): 
 Do     you     have     any     questions? 
 REDACTED     (01:20:07): 
 Will     you     guys     be     there     tomorrow     at     the     court     date?     I     don't     know 
 if     you     guys     have     anything     to     do     that     ...     The     DHS     worker 
 [crosstalk     01:20:13]     would     be     there. 
 Danny     (01:20:16): 
 We     probably     won't,     um,     unless     they     need     more     testimony     from     us, 
 and     they'll     let     us     know     if     they     need     more     testimony. 
 REDACTED     (01:20:19): 
 Okay. 
 Danny     (01:20:19): 
 But. 
 REDACTED     (01:20:23): 
 That's     just     what     I'm     trying     [crosstalk     01:20:26]     try     to     get     them 
 to     at     least     think     about     it. 
 Danny     (01:20:25): 
 Hopefully     we     don't     because     I     don't     want     to     be     there,     so. 
 (laughs) 
 REDACTED     (01:20:25): 
 Yeah.     Yeah. 
 Joel     (01:20:31): 
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 Well,     if,     um,     I     do     want     to     leave     it     kind     of     open-ended,     if     you 
 do     have     a     question     or,     you     know,     maybe     you     have,     you     stumble     on 
 some     information     that     can     help     us     find     the     truth,     um- 
 REDACTED     (01:20:41): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Joel     (01:20:41): 
 Not,     not     alternative,     uh,     options,     but     maybe     some     evidence     or 
 some     information     that,     you     know,     may     come     to     light     that     is,     that 
 can     help     us     find     the     truth,     yeah. 
 REDACTED     (01:20:52): 
 Pertaining     to     the     case. 
 Danny     (01:20:52): 
 We     swear     to     you,     we're     not     the     enemy. 
 Joel     (01:20:52): 
 Yeah. 
 REDACTED     (01:20:52): 
 Okay. 
 Joel     (01:20:52): 
 We- 
 REDACTED     (01:20:52): 
 I     mean,     I     don't,     I     don't     think     you     guys     are.     I     just     know     that 
 that's     where     my     family's     coming     from     is     because     they     were     told, 
 you     know. 
 Danny     (01:21:00): 
 Right. 
 REDACTED     (01:21:00): 
 And     they     didn't     ask     for     a,     the     lawyer     to     come,     you     know.     They 
 didn't.     They     weren't     like,     "Call     the     lawyer,"     you     know.     We     just 
 knew     he     was     a     lawyer     at     the     church     and     I,     I     mean- 
 Danny     (01:21:11): 
 The     problem     with,     it's     everybody's     right.     The     problem     with 
 lawyers- 
 REDACTED     (01:21:16): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:21:17): 
 ...     is     they     along     with     other     people     watch     too     much     TV. 
 REDACTED     (01:21:21): 
 Yeah. 
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 Danny     (01:21:21): 
 And     they     draw     the     line     and     [crosstalk     01:21:25]     who     the     good 
 guys     are     and     who     are     the     bad     guys. 
 REDACTED     (01:21:26): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:21:26): 
 And     we're     not,     we're     not     trying     to,     we're     not,     we're     not     trying 
 to     be     a     part     of     killing     ...     Bad     word.     Um,     hurting     somebody. 
 REDACTED     (01:21:37): 
 Mm-hmm     (affirmative). 
 Danny     (01:21:38): 
 For     our     own     glory.     That's     not     what     we're     trying     to     do. 
 REDACTED     (01:21:40): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:21:41): 
 As     I     told     you     when     we     first     sat     down,     we're,     we're     truth 
 seekers. 
 REDACTED     (01:21:45): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:21:45): 
 That's     what     we     are.     We're     fathers.     You     know?     We     get,     we're 
 family     men.     Um,     and     that's     what     we're     doing.     When     a,     when     an 
 attorney,     you     know,     steps     in,     that's     fine.     Y-     you     have     that 
 right.     You     can     do     that.     But     a     lot     of     times,     they     hinder     more 
 than     they     help. 
 REDACTED     (01:22:02): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:22:02): 
 Because     it's     all     about     protecting     the     individual. 
 REDACTED     (01:22:05): 
 Yeah,     because     that's     their     job. 
 Danny     (01:22:06): 
 Right     now- 
 REDACTED     (01:22:07): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:22:07): 
 This     isn't     about     an     individual     with     the     exception     of     REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (01:22:10): 
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 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:22:11): 
 It's     about     REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (01:22:12): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:22:13): 
 Um,     but     everybody     else,     we're     trying     to     get     answers     to     questions 
 and     I'm,     quite     frankly,     we     don't     have     the     answers     [crosstalk 
 01:22:21].     We     have     answers.     We're     trying     to     find     if     there's     an 
 alter-     alternative     to     what     we're     looking     at. 
 REDACTED     (01:22:27): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:22:29): 
 So.     Anyway,     that's     my     speech     for     the     day. 
 Joel     (01:22:34): 
 Yeah. 
 Danny     (01:22:34): 
 Anything     else? 
 Joel     (01:22:35): 
 That     is     pretty     much     it.     I     mean     we,     um,     w-     we     have     to     go     with 
 what     we     have     and,     um,     but     like     I     said,     you've     got,     you've     got 
 the     card     there     that's     got     our,     uh,     I     think     that's     got     his     phone 
 number     directly     to     his     desk     so,     um,     yeah.     [inaudible     01:22:48] 
 trying     to     think.     I'm     not     sure. 
 REDACTED     (01:22:51): 
 It     says     main     and     fax,     so     I     can't     call     [crosstalk     01:22:51]. 
 Danny     (01:22:53): 
 Call     them     and     just     ask     for     Investigator     [crosstalk     01:22:53] 
 they'll     [inaudible     01:22:54]     buttons     and     [inaudible     01:22:56]. 
 Joel     (01:22:56): 
 I     don't     have     one     of     my     cards     with     me     or     I'd     give     you     one.     But 
 yeah,     if,     feel     free,     call     us     anytime     if     you     have,     you     know,     you 
 find     out     some     information     that     may     be     useful     because     I     would, 
 uh,     we     would     definitely     want     to     entertain     any     information     we     get 
 about     it.     So,     w-     our     interest     isn't     trying     to     find     somebody     to 
 put     in     jail. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:13): 
 Yeah. 
 Joel     (01:23:13): 
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 It's     to,     it's     to     find     out     what     happened     to     this     baby     and     it's, 
 um     [crosstalk     01:23:17]- 
 REDACTED     (01:23:16): 
 I     appreciate     you     guys     for     doing     this     for     my     son     too.     I     mean- 
 Danny     (01:23:19): 
 Well     and     that's,     that's     who     we're     here     for. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:20): 
 Somebody     needs     to     do     it,     so. 
 Danny     (01:23:22): 
 That's     who     we're     talking     for     is     REDACTED. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:23): 
 Yeah.     Thank     you. 
 Danny     (01:23:26): 
 All     right.     I'm     gonna     let     you     get     back     to     whatever     you're     doing. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:26): 
 Thank     you. 
 Joel     (01:23:26): 
 Good     luck     to     you. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:26): 
 Thanks. 
 Joel     (01:23:37): 
 Appreciate     it.     Now     we     got     to     find     our     way     back     out.     [crosstalk 
 01:23:37]. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:37): 
 I'm     just     gonna     sit     this     on     her     desk. 
 Danny     (01:23:37): 
 Man,     I     dig     that     door.     Look     how     big     that     thing     is. 
 Joel     (01:23:37): 
 I     like     that. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:45): 
 We     have     this     old,     old     fire     door     on     the     other     wing     and     it     has, 
 like,     this     weight     system,     so     when     the     fire     burns     the     rope,     the 
 weight     lets     go     and     the     door     will     just     stop     fire     from- 
 Joel     (01:23:55): 
 Wow,     that's     pretty     cool. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:56): 
 It     is     pretty     cool. 
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 Danny     (01:23:56): 
 This     is     a     cool     [inaudible     01:23:56]. 
 REDACTED     (01:23:56): 
 It's     like     a     mansion. 
 Joel     (01:23:56): 
 It's     massive     yeah. 
 REDACTED     (01:24:02): 
 Yes. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:02): 
 Hello     there. 
 Joel     (01:24:03): 
 Hi,     there. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:03): 
 Alrighty,     so- 
 Danny     (01:24:05): 
 Thank     you. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:05): 
 I'll     walk     you     out,     okay?     [inaudible     01:24:08]. 
 Danny     (01:24:08): 
 That's     good     because     I     don't     want     to     get     lost. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:09): 
 You     know,     you     will     get     lost     in     this     building,     big     old     building 
 for     sure. 
 REDACTED     (01:24:12): 
 Thank     you,     guys. 
 Joel     (01:24:13): 
 Thank     you,     appreciate     it. 
 REDACTED     (01:24:14): 
 [inaudible     01:24:14]. 
 Joel     (01:24:14): 
 Thank     you. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:14): 
 Caught     them     at     lunchtime. 
 Joel     (01:24:22): 
 Hm.     Stop     by     the     cafeteria. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:27): 
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 Shouldn't     smoke     too     much     like     that. 
 Joel     (01:24:34): 
 (laughs)     Well.     Thanks     for     letting     us     intrude     on     you     guys. 
 Speaker     4     (01:24:36): 
 That's     all     right.     Business     is     necessary     sometimes.     We     make     a 
 right     right     here. 
 Joel     (01:24:42): 
 Make     a     right?     Okay.     Thought     that     [inaudible     01:25:07]. 
 Speaker     4     (01:25:07): 
 Oh     excuse     me,     I'm     sorry. 
 Joel     (01:25:07): 
 Excuse     me. 
 Speaker     4     (01:25:07): 
 [crosstalk     01:25:07]. 
 Joel     (01:25:07): 
 Excuse     me.     Thank     you.     Appreciate     it. 
 Speaker     4     (01:25:08): 
 You're     welcome.     Alrighty.     Y'all     have     a     great     day. 
 Joel     (01:25:13): 
 Thank     you.     You     too.     Thank     you. 
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